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Why should you 
read this eBook?

Help inform your 
cloud strategy

Diagnose potential issues 
and obstacles hampering 
transformation efforts

Understand the ways 
Vodafone can help 
your organisation

Learn how others  
are already achieving 
success with cloud 
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Executive summary 
Organisations are operating in a new 
normal. Heightened uncertainty 
is bringing new challenges and an 
urgency to adapt at speed. 

This new environment has accelerated 
digital transformation plans – and brought 
with it a renewed focus on harnessing data 
to make the most informed decisions and 
drive the right organisational outcomes.

Cloud is a key enabler in helping organisations 
to become more data-driven. It’s changing 
the way they capture, hold and add value to 
data, all to the benefit of their operations.

Make the cloud work for you
At Vodafone we work with organisations at 
every stage of their cloud journey. We help 
them remove complexity and overcome 
barriers to unlock the full value of their data.

As a leading partner in connectivity, 
multi-cloud and security, we enable data 
to flow seamlessly and securely across 
organisations – between people, places, 
applications and things.

We’re uniquely placed to help you 
capitalise on the opportunity that the 
convergence cloud and connectivity 
presents to fuel your innovation.

We can help you seize emerging digital 
opportunities across AWS and Azure 
Public Cloud, and Vodafone Private Cloud, 
over any network, edge and device, while 
meeting data sovereignty requirements,  
anywhere in the world. 

In addition, we bring our world-class 
security expertise to bear, to help keep 
your data safe and secure, wherever you 
operate. We can provide you with ready 
access to the specialist skills, proven 
processes and technologies to give you  
the utmost confidence in the cloud.
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Wherever you are on your cloud journey, 
this eBook will help you discover the 
solutions that will enable your organisation 
to make the most of the cloud opportunity: 

Together we can make the 
cloud work for you, put 
data at the heart of your 
operations and accelerate 
your transformation.

ADVISE
Inform and shape 
your cloud strategy

Explore services

BUILD
Build a cloud 
environment and 
applications to drive 
digital transformation

Explore services

MOVE
Enable, accelerate 
and de-risk your 
migration to the cloud

Explore services

MANAGE
Simplify the management 
of your cloud platforms 
to minimise cost and 
maximise value

Explore services
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The path to data-driven 
transformation
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Towards the data-driven organisation
Organisations are operating in an uncertain, complex  
and constantly changing environment. More than ever, 
this requires them to: 

The organisations that succeed are those who are 
able to unlock the value of their data. 

They’re the firms who are able to Capture, Hold 
and Add Value to data to drive the right outcomes 
for their business. 

Be hyper-aware Operate with 
digital intelligence

Act in real-time
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Cloud as a key enabler 
Cloud provides the vital foundations that will allow organisations to 
make the most of the data opportunity – and realise the benefits of:

The Covid-19 lockdown has highlighted the critical role cloud 
can play in enabling businesses to rapidly adapt, at speed, to stay 
operational and meet new demands. It’s allowed workforces to 
continue to operate remotely, with ready and secure access to the 
right systems and data. It’s also enabled firms to reach and engage 
their customers and communities — deploying and scaling new 
virtual services, overcoming physical barriers and the constraints of 
legacy technologies. It’s shown that a well executed cloud strategy 
can be truly transformative helping:

• Scale

• Speed to market

• Flexibility to adapt

• Empower your
people in new ways

• Drive new levels
of efficiency and
automation

•  Increase resilience 
and business continuity

• Low cost compute
and storage

• Low latency to operate
in real time

• Adapt to new customer
demands and provide
better experiences

• Open up new
revenue streams
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5G

MOBILE 
PRIVATE 

NETWORK

Super-low 
latency, 
enabling new 
possibilities

Ability to 
connect the 

public network 
- Mobile and

Fixed options

Computing 
at the edge, 
Mobile and 

Fixed options

Guaranteed 
service levels 
and security, 
5G, 4G, 
Narrowband 
IoT options

Transformed experience

Underpinned by a Secure, Connected Cloud 
Platform & Services 

EDGE

The transformation sweet spot

We’re on the cusp of an exciting wave  
of new developments that are redefining 
the cloud as we know it. 

This wave is being spurred on by the convergence 
of cloud and connectivity. 

The combination of advances in connectivity,  
such as 5G, mobile private networks (MPN) and  
multi-access edge computing (MEC), are bringing 
the cloud closer to where it’s needed. 

Planning for the next 
generation of cloud

9
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What’s the value of the 
transformation sweet spot? 
• It’s providing more choice in how data is captured, stored and acted

on – further reducing latency to support time-critical applications.

• It’s unlocking a new wave of innovation and use cases such
as: powering automated production lines and robotics;
supporting autonomous vehicles and drones; enabling
new augmented and virtual reality experiences.

If you want to harness these new opportunities, you need a  
cloud strategy that’s firmly in tune with your organisation’s ambitions. 

Cloud is transforming

Agriculture
When farm managers have access to cloud-based data 
analytics, combined with IoT connectivity, they can 
integrate data from drones, sensors and weather reports 
to improve crop yields by 30% and reduce waste by 40%.
(Source: IBM customer impact analysis 2019)

Energy
Field engineers are benefitting from AR-powered 
mobile experiences, harnessing data held in the cloud, 
enabling faster fault-detection and more efficient 
repairs. Productivity has improved by 10x. 
(Source: IBM customer impact analysis 2019)
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Diagnosing your cloud issues
In the race to adopt cloud, organisations are now facing 
a number of challenges that are affecting their ability  
to successfully execute.

CHALLENGE #1 
Management complexity:

CHALLENGE #2 
Rising costs:

CHALLENGE #3 
Security and compliance:

The cloud opportunity: The cloud opportunity:

• Increased number of clouds within operations
leading to greater complexity

• Burden of coordinating and managing multiple
vendors – plus fears of lock in

• Difficulties sharing data between legacy and
cloud estates

• Concerns about cloud governance

• Cost benefits of cloud not being fully realised
• Inefficient usage – concerns about ‘zombie’ instances,

live but not used
• Fears cloud spend is spiralling due to shadow IT instances
• Cost overruns associated with application

modernisation and migration
• Challenges cost-effectively managing exponential

data growth

• Worries about the number and sophistication of threats
• More connected things and endpoints generating

and accessing data
• Fear of migrating business-critical workloads to the

cloud and putting data at risk
• Ensuring business continuity and resilience
• Concerns about data sovereignty – knowing where data

resides and ensuring compliance

Simplify cloud management with a strategic partner 
to deliver new levels of control, integration and agility, 
while ensuring alignment with your business strategy.

Optimise cloud utilisation, efficiency and resilience 
to gain greater cost control, targeting migration and 
modernisation efforts for success, and enabling faster 
time to value.

The cloud opportunity:
Work with an expert partner who can help de-risk 
your cloud strategy – identifying vulnerabilities and 
ensuring the right protection and controls are in place 
to safeguard your data, support compliance and ensure 
business resilience.
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Choosing your Cloud 
& Security partner
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Choosing Vodafone as your 
Cloud & Security partner
Our goal is to make cloud work for you 
– wherever you’re starting from and
whatever challenges you face.

For us, it’s about removing the complexity 
and barriers from your technology 
choices so you can maximise the benefits 
– and de-risk your approach.

By enabling the seamless and secure 
flow of data across your organisation – 
between people, places, applications 
and things, we can help fast-track  
digital transformation.

With the breadth and depth of our 
cloud-based services, we can bring 
our extensive skills, capability and 
experience to bear, working as a strategic 
partner with you and your team. 

We can give you access to the full  
stack of advanced technologies you 
need – together with connectivity  
and multi-cloud services to create 
a dynamic, integrated and secure 
environment – delivering the right 
business outcomes and keeping pace 
with your changing needs.  

Choosing your cloud partnerData-driven transformation Supporting your cloud journey Why Vodafone?Introduction
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CAPTURE 

A global connectivity 
partner to: 

Intelligently connect 
people, places and things

Capture a myriad of data – 
about your business, 
customers and other 

relevant events

Manage the volume 
and velocity of data

A multi-cloud provider that 
can provide access to a full 

stack of advanced, fully  
integrated technologies for 

simplicity and control:

Hosted IT

Private Cloud

Public Cloud

Specialised Cloud

ADD VALUE

An expert advisor that can 
unlock the full value of your 

technology investments, with 
services specific to your 

organisation and industry that:

Improve productivity

Drive business 
innovation

Transform ways
 of working

Multi-Acess Edge Compute

HOLD

Unlocking the value of your data

Vodafone Business 
takes a three-step 
approach to capture, 
store, and add value.
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Choosing Vodafone as your 
Cloud & Security partner
Our goal is to make cloud work for you 
– wherever you’re starting from and
whatever challenges you face.

For us, it’s about removing the complexity 
and barriers from your technology 
choices so you can maximise the benefits 
– and de-risk your approach.

By enabling the seamless and secure 
flow of data across your organisation – 
between people, places, applications 
and things, we can help fast-track  
digital transformation.

  

With the breadth and depth of our 
cloud-based services, we can bring 
our extensive skills, capability and 
experience to bear, working as a strategic 
partner with you and your team. 

We can give you access to the full 
stack of advanced technologies you 
need – together with connectivity 
and multi-cloud services to create 
a dynamic, integrated and secure 
environment – delivering the right 
business outcomes and keeping pace 
with your changing needs.  

Simplifying multi-cloud 
management
At Vodafone, we’re committed to making 
it even easier for you to manage the 
needs of your organisation – with agility, 
security and governance in mind.

We’ve developed Vodafone Business 
Multi-Cloud Platform to make planning, 
buying, managing and operating your 
hybrid cloud environments simpler 
than ever. Our easy to use self-service 
portal gives you ready access to a 
comprehensive, curated IT as a Service 
catalogue across all your clouds. It allows 
your users to browse, search, order and 
fulfil all the services they need – while 
giving you real visibility and control.

Integrating with various third-party 
vendor systems, it can operate as a 
single pane of glass – making managing 
IT costs easier, deploying new services 
faster and ensuring your organisation 
gets best value from the cloud.
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“Data and analytics leaders 
must prepare for a multi-cloud 
and intercloud world, where 
data management, governance 
and integration become more 
complex than ever before.”

Adam Ronthal, Gartner, Dec 2019
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Keeping your data secure 
in the Cloud and beyond 
Managing and maintaining the security of every 
aspect of your business can be challenging – 
especially given the ever-evolving threat landscape.

At Vodafone, we’re committed to providing world-class  
security to enable and empower your business. We protect  
your day-to-day operations, while helping you digitally transform 
at speed with confidence.

We have a proven track record in delivering trusted mission-critical 
services to a wide range of customers – including government, 
utilities, retail and finance. 

Our solutions benefit from proven good practice security  
across all aspects of IT and cloud environments, including 
physical, personnel, procedural and technical.

Vodafone holds certification in the information security 
standard ISO27001. We were also the first TechComms 
Company to achieve Cyber Essentials Plus. A Government-
backed and industry-supported scheme to help organisations 
protect themselves against common online threats.

Specialist security services to support 
you at every stage of your cloud journey 
– from advisory, monitoring and incident
management to fully bespoke cloud
and IT managed services

Cyber Enhanced Services that offer 
defence grade technology, proven 
processes and highly experienced 
teams to Critical National Infrastructure  
organisations

Expert services that protect your mobile 
devices, IoT environment – and importantly 
your data – while reducing cost, 
complexity and risk

Choosing your cloud partnerData-driven transformation Supporting your cloud journey Why Vodafone?Introduction
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Services to Inform and shape
your cloud strategy

Services to help develop a cloud
environment and applications

optimised to your needs

Services to enable, accelerate
and de-risk your migration to

the cloud

Services to simplify and secure
cloud management to maximise

your return on cloud

ADVISE BUILD MOVE MANAGE

UK PORTFOLIO

VODAFONE 
CLOUD & SECURITY

Wherever you are on 
your cloud journey, 
we can help

Application Discovery & Assessment  

Security Assessment 

Mobile Application Development  Public Cloud from Vodafone

Application Modernisation Services 

Cloud Readiness Assessment fiDesign and Con guration of
Cloud Environments  

Cloud Migration Services Vodafone Business Multi-Cloud 
Platform

Integrated Management
Infrastructure AWS/Azure 

Security Professional Services

Managed Security Information
& Event Management  

Incident Response

Offensive Security Testing

Cyber Enhanced

Hosted Private Cloud from Vodafone

Managed Hosting and Co-location

https://vfsaleshub.co.uk/products/total-workforce-mobility/?parent=


Doob 3D technology

• Dooblicator mobile scanning system 
takes 66 photos per second. Collects 
data transferred in real-time via our 
mobile and fixed network 

• Data is stored in cloud platform

• Allows fast processing and creation of 
Avatars, reducing processing time  
from 60 to 15 minutes

Real-world benefits
• On-demand cloud ensures cost-

effectiveness

• Single supplier for cloud and connectivity

• Scalable business model for  
rapid innovation

• Local language support

Enabling 3D scanners with high  
performance cloud computing

Motorsports

• Sensors onboard race cars collect data. 
Data is transmitted in real-time, via 4G, 
to our IoT platform. It’s then securely 
transferred over our fixed network 

• Data is stored in the public cloud platform

• Data is analysed to deliver business insight

Real-world benefits
• Predictive maintenance

• Race simulation

• Content distribution

Supporting precision  
motor racing

CLOUD SUCCESS STORIES

18Why Vodafone for Cloud & Security eBook
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Hitachi Rail

• Sensors onboard trains collect data. 
Data is transmitted in real-time, via 4G, 
to our IoT platform. It’s then securely 
transferred over our fixed network 

• Data is held in Vodafone’s specialised 
cloud platform

• Data is analysed to deliver insights  
into train performance

Real-world benefits
• Enabled a differentiated commercial 

model via predictive maintenance

• Optimises maintenance costs

• Maximises train uptime by allowing 
faults to be spotted before they  
impact performance

Driving outcomes from  
data on the track

National Express

• Strategic partnership with Vodafone and 
IBM – combining connectivity and  
multi-cloud to enable IT modernisation  
for the UK’s leading coach operator

• Accelerated their ongoing transformation 
through: Integrated Managed Cloud, 
Backup as a Service, Disaster Recovery as 
a Service, Managed Citrix as a Service and 
Cloud Managed Security Infrastructure 

Real-world benefits
• Increased flexibility and scalability

• Enabled operational excellence and agility 
by enabling predictive maintenance and 
vehicle placement

• Fast-tracked business innovation to better 
meet the needs and demands of digital 
savvy customers

Getting in the fast lane  
to digital transformation 

CLOUD SUCCESS STORIES

19Why Vodafone for Cloud & Security eBook
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Supporting your  
cloud journey
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Exploring where to go next 
on your cloud journey

ADVISE
Looking for expert help 
to inform and shape 
your cloud strategy?

Explore services 

BUILD
Wanting to build a 
cloud environment and 
applications to drive 
digital transformation? 

Explore services 

MOVE
Needing to enable, 
accelerate and de-risk your 
migration to the cloud? 

Explore services 

MANAGE
Is simplifying the 
management of your cloud 
platforms to minimise cost and 
maximise value a priority?

Explore services 

21Why Vodafone for Cloud & Security eBook
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ADVISE 
Need to know

Source: 451 Research

of organisations report a 
lack of skills in multiple 
cloud disciplines 90%

Driving the right 
outcomes for you
• Actionable plans with clear 

recommendations

• Expert evaluation of 
implications, risks and costs

• Empowering you with the ability 
to make the best decisions for 
your business

Expert advisory services to inform and 
shape your cloud strategy, wherever 
you are in your cloud journey. 

Many organisations are struggling to take full 
advantage of the efficiencies and agility that  
cloud brings.

It can create barriers to further adoption and hamper 
digital transformation initiatives – slowing up time to 
market and full benefits realisation.

A big challenge is the resource and skills gap – with 
IT departments already under pressure, delivering 
complex deployments into multiple environments 
can put further strain on teams.

Knowing how best to proceed – navigating  
the risks, overcoming obstacles and keeping 
business stakeholders – can be challenging.

Our expert advisory services can support  
you every step of the way. We can help you 
build a strategy or review your current 
approach, to ensure your cloud journey 
delivers on your business goals.

Choosing your cloud partnerData-driven transformation Supporting your cloud journey Why Vodafone?Introduction
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What’s right for you?
Issue

Knowing how best to 
move to cloud

Recommended service

Cloud Readiness Assessment
Learn more

Issue

Understanding how secure 
your data is in the cloud

Recommended service

Security Assessment 
Learn more

23Why Vodafone for Cloud & Security eBook
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Issue

Identifying what to 
migrate and how

SCENARIO:  
Scoping approach  
to cloud migration

SCENARIO:  
Starting out on a  
cloud-first strategy

SCENARIO:  
Lacking clear cloud 
security strategy

Example challenges

• Maximising value
• Optimising systems for cloud
• Simplifying IT ecosystem
• Prioritising workloads
• Selecting vendors

Example challenges

• Sprawling cloud environment
• Unknown cloud instances
• Unsure as to how to achieve 

compliance
• Poor understanding of risks
• Lack of cost control

Recommended service

Application Discovery and 
Assessment 
Learn more

Example challenges

• No common enterprise 
strategy

• Lack clear application roadmap
• Rising IT costs
• Inability to scale
• Security concerns



An expert advisory service that 
helps you understand how best to 
move your organisation to the cloud

ADVISE 
Cloud Readiness 
Assessment

24Why Vodafone for Cloud & Security eBook
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Ideal for any organisation

• Starting its cloud journey

• That already has a premise-based server
environment 

• Looking to consolidate its server
environments into a cloud-based
solution (e.g. post M&A activity)

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Define your current cloud state

• Identify how you can benefit from
moving to cloud

• Understand what you need to do in
order to achieve transformation

Problems you may currently face

• Lack of knowledge on how to move
workloads and go about underpinning
infrastructure to the cloud

• Lack of cloud expertise and resource

• High complexity of on-premise workloads

• Selecting the right cloud service providers

• Recent M&A creating technical
complexity

• Delivers a cloud computing migration
plan designed to align IT with business
requirements

• Identifies workloads best suited for
cloud, enabling optimum benefits
from investments

• Develops a roadmap with clear
goals to help ensure a smooth, 
successful transition

Related services to explore

Design & Configuration of Cloud 
Environments

Cloud Migration Services

Integrated Management Infrastructure 
(IMI) for AWS & Azure

Outcomes

A detailed assessment that:

• Identifies current and future cloud
maturity level

• Explores scope of applications and
technology ready for cloud migration

• Provides an actionable roadmap



An expert advisory service that 
helps you understand what to 
migrate to the cloud and how

ADVISE 
Application 
Discovery and 
Assessment
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• In the early stages of their cloud journey

• That already has a premise-based server
environment with digital aspirations

• Looking to streamline or change
business processes

• Develop a structured and transparent
migration approach

• Offer complete clarity of migration risks
and how to mitigate them

• Gain an external expert view of the
migration in order to de-risk it

• Difficulty developing a common
strategy and application roadmap
across the enterprise

• Lack of skills, time and resources in-house

• Growing IT costs with an inability to scale

• Limited ability to provide agile and
innovative services to the business

• Increasing complexity and security
concerns

• Identifies quick wins and offers expert
view on which applications to prioritise
for optimisation

• Quantifies migration costs

• Provides clear understanding of the
impact of cloud migration on your
organisation

Application Modernisation Services

Mobile Application Development

A detailed assessment that:

• Offers a clear migration path to deliver
on your goals

• Defines your target state

• Provides an actionable roadmap

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

Problems you may currently face

Related services to explore

Outcomes

https://vfsaleshub.co.uk/products/total-workforce-mobility/?parent=


An expert advisory service that helps 
you understand how to keep your 
cloud secure and your data safe

ADVISE 
Security 
Assessment
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• Susceptible to cyber attacks

• Handling large volumes of customer data

• Requiring cyber certification

• Create a strategic security roadmap

• Help develop security protocols 
designed for the cloud

• Identify vulnerabilities before an 
incident occurs

• Lack of security skills and know-how  
in-house to take full advantage of cloud

• Lack of understanding as to how to 
achieve compliance across cloud estate

• Sprawling environment with limited 
security controls

• Unknown cloud services and offerings 
in use within the enterprise

• Lack of control over costs

• Identifies and delivers quick wins – 
extending security controls across 
environment

• Identifies data protection, governance 
and transfer issue

• Provides insight to inform longer-term 
strategic plans for cloud security

Offensive Security Testing

Incident Response

Security Professional Services

Managed Security Information & Event 
Management (MSIEM) Services

A detailed assessment that:

• Offers actionable results in four key 
phases: Initiate, Analyse, Assess and 
Recommend

• Prioritises cloud security requirements 
at each phase to help improve security 
controls

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

Problems you may currently face

Related services to explore

Outcomes



BUILD 
Need to know

Driving the right 
outcomes for you
• Simplify management –  

and ensure integration into  
existing environments

• Accelerate delivery and 
reduce risk

• Innovate by empowering  
your people with new mobile 
apps and tools

Building a cloud environment  
and applications to drive your  
digital transformation. 

Digital transformation is firmly on the agenda  
of most organisations as they look to digitalise  
more of their operations.

It’s fundamentally changing the way they  
operate and empower their employees to 
maximise productivity, best serve customers  
and enable innovation.

The right cloud environment enables IT teams  
to support and accelerate transformation – 
keeping pace with new business demands.

It also enables them to rapidly deliver new digital 
services that put data, and actionable insights,  
into the hands of the right people at the right time.

Ensuring success requires access to a full stack 
of technologies, fully integrated and optimally 
delivered to drive the right business outcomes.

Vodafone’s build services provide the 
specialist capability to support you  
with simplicity, business alignment  
and time to value firmly in mind.

27Why Vodafone for Cloud & Security eBook
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What’s right for you?
Issue

Delivering a cloud 
environment that best 
meets the needs of your 
organisation

Recommended service

Design and Configuration of 
Cloud Environments 
Learn more
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Issue

Rapidly delivering new 
digital services

SCENARIO:  
Wanting to develop 
new applications 
to support digital 
transformation

SCENARIO:  
Looking for help 
building your cloud 
environment

Example challenges

• Short on time, skills and 
resources in-house

• Managing design and 
configuration of multiple 
clouds

• Integration with existing 
environment

• Reducing time to market
• Security and compliance 

concerns

Recommended service

Mobile Application 
Development 
Learn more

Example challenges

• Legacy processes 
hampering agility

• Enabling secure mobile 
access to cloud data

• Supporting new ways of 
working

• Improving operational 
efficiency

• Ensuring business resilience

https://vfsaleshub.co.uk/products/total-workforce-mobility/?parent=


Ensures a fully fit for purpose cloud 
environment – expertly designed 
and configured – to meet your 
organisation’s needs

BUILD 
Design and 
Configuration  
of Cloud 
Environments
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Ideal for any organisation

• Starting their cloud journey

• Looking to consolidate server 
environments into cloud

• Already consuming public cloud 
services from other providers but keen to 
consolidate and secure their approach

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Deliver a fully configured development, 
test or production cloud environment

• Ensure cloud set up is suitable for build 
and deployment of applications

Problems you may currently face

• Lacking necessary skills, time and 
resource in-house

• Struggling to design and configure 
multiple public and private cloud 
environments

• Lack of standardised, repeatable 
approach – hampering time to market 
and benefits realisation

• Current deployments creating risks 
against business compliance and 
security policies

• Offers tried and tested methodology 
accelerating delivery and reducing risk

• Rapidly delivers a configured, secure 
landing zone to migrate applications into

• Frees up your team to focus on other 
strategic initiatives

Related services to explore

Cloud Migration Services

Integrated Management Infrastructure 
(IMI) for AWS & Azure

Outcomes

• Cloud Readiness Assessment to 
evaluate needs and build an action plan

• Selection of public or private cloud 
environment

• Configuration of cloud environment 
and connectivity

• Automated testing and validation of 
environment



Delivering role-based applications 
that help transform the way your 
people work

BUILD 
Mobile 
Application 
Development
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• Keen to deliver new digital services to 
enable their workforce

• Wanting to securely harness the cloud

• Wanting to break free of legacy,  
office-based processes

• Ensure seamless and efficient 
workforce mobility

• Drive business value – improving 
productivity through new mobile 
applications and digital tools

• Support new ways of working, with co-
created and fully developed solutions

• Struggling to transform in a cloud-
based world

• Lacking experience, process and people 
to deliver mobile applications

• Supporting successful process 
transformation and business change

• Keeping company sensitive data safe 
and secure

• Boost enterprise workforce mobility 
and efficiency 

• Ensure the right network, latency, 
security, data, cloud and device 
management services are in place

• Fast-track innovation – accelerating 
development for faster time to value

Application Discovery and  
Assessment Services

Application Modernisation Services 

• A clear future vision defined through 
workshops, prototyping and proof of 
concepts

• User testing to build Minimum Viable 
Product and prove fitness for purpose

• Test environment to scale and optimise 
mobile applications

• Planning and deployment into your 
core service offering

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

Problems you may currently face

Related services to explore

Outcomes



MOVE 
Need to know

Driving the right 
outcomes for you
• Highly flexible and scalable 

cloud environment –  
optimised for your business

• Access to a wide pool of expert 
skills and resources to de-risk 
deployment

• Successful delivery of cloud-ready 
apps to increase time to value

Enabling, accelerating and de-risking 
your migration to the cloud.

As organisations look to the cloud to lower 
operational costs and reduce time to market, 
complexity in migration and on-going 
management of multiple cloud estates can  
create inefficiencies.

These challenges can sometimes negate the 
return they were hoping to achieve from the cloud.

When it comes to moving to the cloud,  
not everything fits.

That’s why alongside our managed hosting 
capability, we can offer services to adapt your 
existing processes and applications to take 
advantage of a cloud-based infrastructure.

For those applications that do fit, we have  
the tools and skills to move them rapidly  
and reliably to the right cloud.
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What’s right for you?

Issue

Ensuring seamless, safe 
and rapid migration

Recommended service

Cloud migration
Learn more
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Issue

Realising public cloud 
benefits in a quick, secure 
and efficient way

SCENARIO:  
Wanting to take full 
advantage of the 
scalability, flexibility 
and cost benefits of 
public cloud

SCENARIO:  
Looking for help 
moving data and 
systems to the cloud

Example challenges

• Lack of internal resources
• Over-running Cloud migration 

projects and spiralling costs
• Lacking the right tools to 

migrate workloads
• Concerns about disruption to 

business as usual

Recommended service

Public Cloud from Vodafone  
Learn more

Example challenges

• CapEx intensive IT spend 
limiting agility

• Enabling new digital projects 
at speed

• Minimising complexity
• Maintaining visibility of cloud 

usage and costs



What’s right for you?

Issue

Maximising value of legacy 
systems and key business 
process applications 

Recommended service

Application Modernisation 
Services
Learn more
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Issue

Offloading infrastructure 
and management 
complexity, while staying 
in control

SCENARIO:  
Wanting to make it 
simpler to use, flex 
and scale virtualised 
private cloud 
resources

SCENARIO:  
Modernising existing 
applications to enable 
successful migration 
to the cloud

Example challenges

• Lacking skills to transform
• Infrastructure and software 

licenses at end of life or 
renewal stage 

• High development costs
• Operational complexity

Recommended service

Hosted Private Cloud from 
Vodafone
Learn more

Example challenges

• Providing the best fit, 
dedicated, secure compute 
and storage to optimise 
workload performance

• Data becoming increasingly 
dispersed as more clouds are 
deployed

• Knowing where data is 
located, governing its access 
and maintaining compliance

• Ensuring cost and resource 
efficiencies



Enabling you to move your data 
and systems to the cloud in a 
managed and coordinated way

MOVE
Cloud Migration 
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• In the early stages of your cloud journey

• With a premise based server 
environment and digital aspirations

• Looking to streamline or change 
business processes

• Deliver a fully tested and operational 
application environment in the cloud

• De-risk your approach

• Minimise business disruption and stay 
in control of costs

• Lacking in internal resource with 
experience of complex migrations

• Threat of business disruption as a result 
of failed migration

• Spiralling costs resulting from extended 
cloud migration projects

• Lack of tools to confidently migrate 
workloads to the cloud

• Ensure seamless migration while 
minimising the demand on your own team

• Dedicated team of subject matter 
experts to identify and manage risk

• Accelerated and predictable outcomes

Cloud Readiness Assessment

Design & Configuration of Cloud 
Environment

Integrated Management Infrastructure

Security Professional Services

 

• Hybrid cloud migration roadmap

• Platform remediation

• Implementation of multi-cloud 
application workload migration

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

Problems you may currently face

Related services to explore

Outcomes



Making it easier for you to take full 
advantage of on-demand and  
pay-as-you-go public cloud 
computing platforms

MOVE
Public Cloud from 
Vodafone
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• Starting their cloud journey

• Already consuming public cloud services 
from other suppliers – but keen to 
consolidate or secure their approach

•  Looking to consolidate their server 
environments in the cloud

• Deliver a flexible, scalable and secure 
cloud computing estate

• Bought via a catalogue of public cloud 
compute platforms – via Vodafone 
Business Multi-Cloud Platform

• Connect your people, places and things 
in the network in a quick, secure and 
efficient way

• Need to reduce costs by leveraging 
cloud services

• Selecting multiple clouds based 
on location and capability while 
maintaining visibility of cost and use 

• Balancing increasing service 
expectations with reduced IT budget

• Minimising costs of moving data in and 
out of or between clouds

• Highly available, scalable and secure 
IT infrastructure in tune with your 
business needs

• Rapid and successful roll-out – freeing 
your staff to focus on more strategic tasks

• Reduced operational and infrastructure 
costs

• Reduced risk of Shadow IT across  
your business

Cloud Readiness Assessment

Design & Configuration of Cloud 
Environment

Cloud Migration

Integrated Management Infrastructure

Vodafone Business Multi-Cloud Platform 

• Microsoft Azure or AWS Storage and 
Compute – fully fit for your business

• Virtual cluster of computers, databases, 
communication devices and innovative 
technologies – always available via IaaS

• A single view of spend to minimise 
waste and optimise usage

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

Problems you may currently face

Related services to explore

Outcomes



Ready access to virtualised compute, 
storage and network resources, via a single 
self-service portal to keep you in control

MOVE
Hosted Private 
Cloud from 
Vodafone
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• Wanting to bring an increasingly dispersed cloud 
environment under control

• That needs to know exactly where data is 
located to ensure compliance

• Looking to speed up time to market and flex 
resource up or down

• Wanting to find a trusted partner to help 
them deploy the right private cloud

• Meet the performance, security and compliance 
needs of different workloads

• Offload infrastructure and management 
complexity, and have the agility to respond to 
market opportunities

• Create virtual machines, logical networks and 
security policies within minutes

• Maintain a single source supplier for multi-cloud 
management and connectivity – using Vodafone 
Business Multi-Cloud Platform

• Rapidly scaling infrastructure in 
response to new business demands

• Ensuring optimal application and 
workload performance

• Losing sight of what data resides, and 
where, across different cloud instances

• Staying in control of cloud expenditure

• Lack of specialist skills, expertise and 
available resource in-house

• Ability to operate with speed, flexibility 
and efficiency

• Lets you choose the optimum platform 
for your applications, with flexible 
commercial models

• A consistent management and 
governance experience

• Access to a range of on-demand service 
expertise – from professional to managed 
services – to accelerate cloud adoption

Cloud Readiness Assessment

Design & Configuration of Cloud 
Environment

Cloud Migration Services

Vodafone Business Multi-Cloud Platform 

• Private cloud solution fully fit for your 
business

• Self-service portal that simplifies 
management and accelerates time to 
market

• Ability to scale resources up and down 
on-demand

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

Problems you may currently face

Related services to explore

Outcomes



Modernise your existing business 
applications for seamless 
migration to the cloud

MOVE
Application 
Modernisation 
Services
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Ideal for any organisation

• With legacy office or business process 
applications that are end-of-life or no 
longer efficiently meeting business needs

• Already modernising their applications, 
but with concerns about their current 
approach

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Convert single or multiple applications 
into a cloud-ready architecture

• Fully leverage APIs and micro services

Problems you may currently face

• Operational complexity and lack of 
required skills to transform

• Unable to leverage cloud flexibility and 
speed within current IT framework 

• High development costs and slow 
deployments impacting current  
cloud strategy

• Access to a wide pool of specialist 
resources and skill sets

• Deliver cloud-ready applications without 
impacting your existing IT projects

• Provide cloud-ready hybrid architecture 
using micro-services that improve 
maintenance and extensibility

• Ensure alignment with business 
initiatives and plans

Related services to explore

Application Discovery &  
Assessment Service

Mobile Application Development

Outcomes

• Delivers application modernisation 
including agile sprints, coding, testing, 
implementation and handover

• Optional proof of technology services 
to validate existing approach and 
confirm implementation plan and cost

https://vfsaleshub.co.uk/products/total-workforce-mobility/?parent=


MANAGE 
Need to know

Source: IBM Institute  
for Business Value

of organisations today 
have 15 or more clouds 
in operation 70%

Driving the right 
outcomes for you
• Reduce management  

complexity and risk
• Ensure effective and efficient 

cloud utilisation
• Better protect data across  

your cloud environment
• Minimise business impact in 

event of a security breach 
• Maintain regulatory compliance 

Managing all the aspects of cloud 
operations, across multiple clouds, 
requires new approaches, thinking  
and skill sets. 

Many organisations find they are increasingly 
lacking the much needed time, skills and resources 
in-house to effectively manage and secure their 
cloud services.

At a time when environments are becoming more 
complex and disparate, organisations are adopting 
more cloud services at pace, magnifying the problem.

Wherever you are on your cloud journey, we can 
support you along that path. We can provide 
solutions to your business problems, reducing 
complexity and risk – and help you unlock data 
insights that will drive your business forward.

Vodafone offers a range of managed services, 
to complement and augment the capabilities 
of your in-house team.
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What’s right for you?
Issue

Growing number of 
clouds and vendors 
bringing cost and 
complexity

Recommended service

Vodafone Business Multi-Cloud 
Platform 
Learn more

Issue

Finding a more cost-
effective approach while 
ensuring security and 
resilience

Recommended service

Managed Hosting 
and Co-location 
Learn more
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SCENARIO:  
Taking control of 
a hybrid-cloud 
environment to 
deliver the right 
business outcomes

Example challenges

• Rising costs associated with
managing multiple vendors
and clouds

• Lack of governance around
placement of workloads

• Ensuring cloud deployments
are delivering value

• Gaining greater visibility and
control of all assets deployed
in the cloud

• Making it faster and easier
to purchase and deploy new
cloud services

SCENARIO:  
New demands 
putting on-premise 
data centres under 
pressure

• Managing complex systems
• Creating resilience at an

affordable price
• Need to comply with stringent

regulations on data usage
• Running critical applications

that demand high
performance

• Need to reduce CapEx
and OpEx

Example challenges



What’s right for you?

Security Professional Services
Learn more

Issue Recommended service

Finding the most 
effective way to protect 
the business against 
rising security threats

• Multiple security tools 
lacking integration

• Too much of a reactive 
approach to the protection  
of systems

• Concerns about high-risk gaps 
leaving the business exposed

• Increasing risk of cloud 
expansion without control

• Lack of actionable business 
insight

Example challenges
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Issue

Ensuring standardised, 
highly available and 
secure IT environment

SCENARIO:  
Want help reducing 
the time and 
complexity of running 
multiple clouds

Recommended service

Integrated Management 
Infrastructure AWS/Azure
Learn more

Example challenges

• Lack the in-house skills 
and resources to manage 
multiple clouds

• Improving operational 
efficiency

• Too much budget spent on 
IT maintenance rather than 
value add services

• Improving IT service quality 
and speed to market

SCENARIO:  
In-house staff 
spending too much 
time firefighting 
security issues and 
trying to minimise 
vulnerabilities



What’s right for you?

Issue Recommended service

Example challenges

Organisation risks being 
exposed for greater 
periods of time

Managed Security Information  
& Event Management 
Learn more

• Spotting security attacks
• Being able to respond quickly 

and effectively
• Capturing the right data  

and turning it into  
actionable insights

• Staying up-to-date to support 
current risks

• Knowing which threats  
to prioritise

Issue

How to provide a rapid 
and effective response to 
reduce the impact

Recommended service

Incident Response
Learn more
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SCENARIO:  
Finding it 
challenging to 
detect increasingly 
sophisticated 
security threats

SCENARIO:  
Suffered or fear 
suffering a major 
security breach 

Example challenges

• Staying operational
• Managing and containing  

data leakage
• Lack of unified incident 

management process
• Ensuring rapid recovery
• Preventing future incidents



What’s right for you?

Issue

How to ensure the highest 
levels of security are in 
place across environment 

Recommended service

Cyber Enhanced
Learn more
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Issue

How to ensure robust 
and effective application 
testing

SCENARIO:  
Ensuring critical 
applications are 
secure by design

SCENARIO:  
Safeguarding 
the operations of 
Critical National 
Infrastructure

Example challenges

• Skills shortages impacting
security operations

• Concerns about a critical
infrastructure breach

• Meeting growing regulatory
burden

Recommended service

Offensive Security Testing 
Learn more

Example challenges

• Identifying and remediating
security flaws

• Testing at scale
• Meeting regulatory

requirements
• Delivering secure applications

at speed



Plan, buy, manage and operate your 
hybrid cloud environments, with a 
single ’pane of glass’ that saves you 
time and puts you firmly in control

MANAGE
Vodafone 
Business Multi-
Cloud Platform
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Integrated Management Infrastructure 
AWS/Azure 

Public Cloud from Vodafone

Hosted Private Cloud from Vodafone 

Ideal for any organisation

• Keen to simplify cloud management 
and reduce time to deploy

• Concerned about lack of governance 
around placement of workloads

• Wanting to enforce and report on 
budget limits across departments

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Provide ready access to a catalogue of 
services – controlled and governed by 
your organisation’s processes and rules

• Enable hybrid IT as a Service by 
integrating with various third party 
provider systems

• Deliver a unified ‘shopfront‘ experience for 
procurement and operations governance

Problems you may currently face

• Managing cloud sprawl and associated 
costs

• Regaining control of IT deployment 
processes

• Concerns about Shadow IT

• Getting the best return on cloud 
expenditure

• Lack of skills and expertise in multiple 
cloud platforms

• Simplify management – with all of your 
Vodafone Cloud & Security services in 
one place, for easy procurement and rapid 
deployment

• Implement governance and control of 
cloud spend via purchase workflows and 
customisable approvals

• Gain greater visibility of your cloud assets, 
through common inventory and discovery 
tools, to prevent sprawl

Related services to explore

Outcomes

• Access to your catalogue of services, 
controlled and governed by your 
processes and rules

• Controls in place to manage cloud 
spend and maintain visibility of all cloud 
assets



Enabling you to take advantage of 
purpose-built data centre capabilities 
to better meet changing demands 

MANAGE
Managed Hosting 
and Co-location
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Ideal for any organisation

• With a sizeable and complex IT estate

• Placing high importance on data
security

• Needing to comply with strict
regulations on data usage

• Running critical applications that
depend on high performance

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Let you lease dedicated servers and
associated hardware in a state-of-the-
art data centre, expertly managed by
Vodafone

• Give you secure, resilient and flexible
data centre resources, while reducing
your costs

Problems you may currently face

• Managing and supporting multiple,
complex environments

• Optimising costs with continued
pressure on CapEx and OpEx

• Ensuring sovereignty and security of
data

• Delivering compliance with local
regulatory requirements

• Save capital costs of building and
managing own data centres

• Market-leading security and compliance
as standard

• Flexible infrastructure that can be scaled
up or down as needs change

• Ability to provide the specific performance
and availability required by applications

Related services to explore

Cloud Readiness Assessment 

Outcomes

• Flexible choice of IT infrastructure
services

• Predictable monthly billing and
OpEx model



Supporting you with a fully 
managed service for multiple 
clouds firmly in tune with your 
business requirements

MANAGE
Integrated 
Management 
Infrastructure 
AWS/Azure

• At the early stages of their cloud
journey and lacking the experience to
manage a server-based environment

• Wanting to offload the risk and expense
of managing their server estate

• That’s geographically dispersed and
wants to centralise their data

• Deliver operational efficiency and
improved compliance through the
effective monitoring and management
of complex hybrid cloud environments

• Offer a scalable and cost-effective
service to meet business needs while
reducing IT costs

• Lack of skills and resources to manage
multiple cloud environments

• Low operational efficiency

• Too much IT budget being spent on
maintenance

• Under pressure by other businesses or
partners to improve IT service quality
and speed of delivery

• Ensure standardised, highly available and
secure IT environment

• More flexible delivery options

• Access to diverse expertise on demand

• Reduced operational and
infrastructure costs

• Free IT staff to focus on more
strategic tasks

Cloud Readiness Assessment

Design & Configuration of Cloud 
Environment

Cloud Migration

• A suite of managed services that deliver
effective control of your infrastructure
– delivered through multiple public
clouds

• Ability to work across cloud-optimised
and traditional business-critical
applications

• Improved governance

In a nutshell Problems you may currently face Outcomes

Purpose

Ideal for any organisation

Benefits Related services to explore
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Delivers a proactive security 
service focused on maintaining, 
monitoring and managing key 
security infrastructure

MANAGE
Security 
Professional 
Services 
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Ideal for any organisation

• Obliged to comply with multiple
security and data privacy regulations

• Needing to modernise security
frameworks, policies and controls

• Moved to cloud but concerned about
complexity and vulnerabilities

• Prone and susceptible to targeted attacks

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Deliver a fully managed service across
security network infrastructure

• Centralise the management of cloud
security services with visibility via a
‘single pane of glass’

• Simplify and reduce the time to
maintain and update systems

Problems you may currently face

• Multiple security tools that lack
integration

• Failing to maximise value of current
security investments

• Security staff spending too much time
firefighting

• Escalating costs of running in-house
security services

• Concerns about increasing risk exposure
especially with cloud expansion

• Access to proven expertise, skills and
techniques

• Scale and flexibility – with global
delivery 24/7

• Defence and protection from advanced
threats

• Increased visibility and intelligence into
threat landscape and risk exposure

Related services to explore

Security Assessment

Incident Response

Managed Security Information & Event 
Management Services

Outcomes

• Fully managed security services
designed to better protect your business

• Managed Network Security Services:
offers health monitoring and
management of network security agents
across platforms and technology

• Server Workload Protection: provides
active 24/7 protection for server devices

• Vulnerability Management: provides a
platform to assess and report on the patch
status of assets across the enterprise



Enables your organisation to take a 
more proactive approach to security 
monitoring to accurately detect, 
prioritise and respond to threats

MANAGE
Managed Security 
Information 
& Event 
Management
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Ideal for any organisation

• Lacking full visibility of potential threats

• Challenged with staying on top of rising
security attacks

• Overwhelmed by log events and
network flow data from thousands of
devices, endpoints and applications

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Ensure proactive security monitoring,
focused on trends across suspicious
events and activities to deliver high
levels of security

• Centralise the management of cloud
security services with visibility via a
‘single pane of glass’

Problems you may currently face

• Concerns that security attacks are
going undetected

• SIEM not optimised to capture data
from across global operations

• Not keeping up-to-date to support
current risks

• Difficulty knowing which threats to
prioritise

• Design, deployment and optimisation of
an advanced world-class SIEM for your
organisation

• Real-time intelligent monitoring provides
24/7 security awareness

• Accurate detection and prioritisation of
threats to support rapid response

Related services to explore

Security Assessment

Security Professional Services

Incident Response

Outcomes

• A proactive approach to security
monitoring, focused on trends across
suspicious events and activities

• Delivers a higher level of security
than purely monitoring for known
vulnerabilities



An incident response subscription 
service to ensure you’re best 
positioned to respond in the event of 
a security breach

MANAGE
Incident 
Response
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Ideal for any organisation

• Concerned about the impact of a
security breach

• Facing an increasing volume of cyber
attacks

• Operating in a highly regulated industry

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Effectively respond to security
incidents

• Deliver ongoing security management
and future breach planning

• Ensure rapid remediation across
complex infrastructure

Problems you may currently face

• Planning for all eventualities should a
breach happen

• Ensuring formal processes are in place
to minimise the consequences

• Currently lacking a unified incident
management process

• Lacking the specialist skills and
expertise in-house

• Access to leading industry experts

• Effective and practiced response planning
to reduce the level of breaches

• Mitigate brand and business impact

• Valuable insight to enable agile response
to future threats

Related services to explore

Security Professional Services

Integrated Management Infrastructure 
AWS/Azure

Offensive Security Testing

Outcomes

• Support a proactive approach to cloud
security

• Deliver analysis, intelligence,
containment, eradicating, recovery and
prevention

• Rapidly respond to incidents and mitigate
the risks



A suite of security testing solutions 
designed to help identify and 
remediate security flaws

MANAGE
Offensive 
Security Testing
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Ideal for any organisation

• Wanting to know about their application
security position

• Operating in an industry that mandates
application testing

• Delivering critical applications they
can’t afford to fail

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Deliver application penetration testing
to gain a proactive view of security
vulnerabilities

• Offer Automated DevSecOps
assessment to identify key threats in
development environments

Problems you may currently face

• Concerns about security flaws in key
business applications

• How to test at scale without
compromising security

• Meeting regulatory requirements and
compliance needs

• Delivering secure applications at speed
to meet new business demands

• Identify and remediate security flaws
before potential criminals

• Deliver secure by design applications

• Maintain industry best practice and
meet regulatory requirements

• Valuable insight to enable agile
response to future threats

Related services to explore

Security Assessment

Security Professional Services

Managed Security Information 
& Event Management

Incident Response

Outcomes

• Application Penetration Testing offers
expert human testers who will manually
discover and exploit vulnerabilities to
simulate a real-world attack

• Reports on the application’s overall
security position, including level of risk and
recommendations

• DevSecOps assessment uses an
automated suite of tools to identify
potential security vulnerabilities with the
results reviewed by a human analyst

• Reports on vulnerabilities, their location
and associated level of risk with clear
recommendations



High-performance cyber security 
solutions designed to protect 
the valuable resources and 
digital estates of critical national 
infrastructure providers

MANAGE
Cyber Enhanced
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Ideal for any organisation

• Looking to safeguard critical national
infrastructure services

• Handling high value transactions and data

• Finding themselves frequently targeted
by hackers

Benefits

In a nutshell

Purpose

• Provide security incident detection
across the full IT estate

• Ensure optimal strength and resilience
of firewalls

• Deliver bespoke managed security services

Problems you may currently face

• Skills shortages impacting your security
operations

• Limited resources to provide rapid
response to security incidents

• Facing an explosion of endpoints that
may be at risk

• Building a business case for investment
in security

• Find security incidents quickly and limit
potential breaches

• Mitigate risk with Vodafone’s deep network
expertise

• Stay a step ahead of global threats

• Take advantage of best practices used by
government and the military

• Bolster your knowledge with our 20 plus
years of cyber security experience

Related services to explore

Security Assessment

Security Professional Services

Managed Security Information 
& Event Management

Outcomes

• Protective Monitoring: 24/7/365
surveillance delivers confidence in the
strength of your network and systems

• Managed firewall: manages, monitors
and supports your firewalls to ensure
optimal strength and resilience

• Managed Security Services: bespoke
solutions to deliver the right level of
support, customisation and ongoing
resourcing for your organisation
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Scale
 
Globally delivering cloud 
and managed services across 
six regions worldwide.

Broad choice of clouds and 
managed hosting services  
ensuring the right platform 
for your applications and the 
flexibility to move to the 
cloud at your own pace

Assured data sovereignty – 
local data centres to take 
care of in-country data 
sovereignty legislation

Trust
Relied upon by over 10 million 
enterprises globally – 
including two-thirds of FTSE 
100 companies. 

Resilient and secure Tier-3 data 
centres (ISO27001) – to meet 
business continuity needs and 
ensure mission-critical 
applications are always running

End-to-end data security – 
complete assurance from 
device to cloud without data 
ever leaving our network

Simplicity
Strategic partnerships with 
IBM, AWS and Microsoft to 
bring you best-in-class.

Single global provider for cloud, 
fixed and mobile networks – 
bringing together world leading 
connectivity, IoT and 
multi-cloud solutions

Contract simplicity – 
consumption-based pricing 
model provides simple billing 
and predictable, flexible 
commercials

Why Vodafone for  
Cloud & Security?
We offer the most comprehensive portfolio 
of cloud, network, edge, IoT and security 
solutions tailored to meet your needs.
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SDN
Bringing state-of-the-art  

software defined  
networks to 74 countries 

worldwide

The path to data- 
driven innovation
Vodafone is ideally placed to help 
you unlock the value of your data to 
power innovation. 

We’re at the forefront of leading technology 
advances – from 5G to the cloud.

We uniquely understand how the convergence 
of these technologies can be applied by 
organisations across both private and public 
sectors, to deliver on business goals –  
now and in the future. 

Together we can help you manage your  
IT and data infrastructure more efficiently 
across AWS and Azure Public Cloud, and 
Vodafone Private Cloud, over any network, 
edge and device – anywhere in the world.

5G
Pioneering the roll-out  

of next-generation wireless 
connectivity – with a  

goal to reach 90% of the 
population in Europe

Multi-Access  
Edge Computing
Working with AWS to  

bring the cloud to the edge  
of the network – a first in 

Europe

IoT
A recognised global  

leader close to  
enabling 100 million  

IoT connections
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Simply connect
Request a one hour virtual  
workshop with our experts to  
discuss your needs

What next?

Discover and imagine
Sign up for a half- or full-day cloud 
innovation workshop with key 
stakeholders to explore your next  
best move

Assess your estate
Contact us to explore how one 
of our advisory services can best 
meet your needs. We offer a: 

• Cloud Readiness Assessment
• Application Discovery and 

Assessment
• Security Assessment

Get in touch 
Contact your Account Manager 
to discuss your next steps in 
your cloud journey
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Integrated Management Infrastructure (IMI) for Azure & AWS | Service brief 


Outcomes


• Monitors, manages and maintains multiple cloud 


environment regardless of platforms, providers, 


location or services used


Delivery model


• Fixed itemised task based monthly charge


• Offshore shared service model


Can your applications live in a cloud 


world? - Related  services


• Cloud Readiness Assessment 


• Design & Configuration of Cloud Environments 


• Cloud migration services


Solution overview


Running IT services in the cloud places different demands on enterprise IT. This requires new skills and processes to be applied to 


managing cloud systems, along with the continuing challenges around cost effectiveness, and efficiency. The challenge for IT 


executives is therefore whether they wish to up skill for cloud, or whether the service or part of service can be more effectively delivered 


outside an enterprise, rather than from within. Our service is a fully integrated managed service that allows organisations to make best 


use of their enterprise cloud IT infrastructure, without the need to bring in new people and adopt new support processes.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Lack of skills required to manage 


multiple cloud environments


 Low operational efficiency with multiple 


cloud environments


 High percentage of IT budget spent on IT 


maintenance not value add services 


 Need to improve IT service quality and 


speed to help enhance client servicing, 


increase revenue and control costs


 Customer on boarding incorporating 


setup of network connectivity, public 


cloud accounts, management tools, 


service management processes and 


asset inventory baseline


 Service delivery management including 


change control processes, resolution of 


service impacts, reporting etc


 Compliance management for security 


health checking, identity, patching, log 


retention and audit support


 Comprehensive Service Catalogue  


monitoring and management provided 


across wide range of Public Cloud IaaS, 


PaaS and network components


 Ensuring standardised, highly available 


and secure IT infrastructure


 Mature delivery governance model with 


flexible delivery options 


 Access to diverse expertise on demand 


 Focus IT staff towards more strategic 


tasks 


 Reduce operational, infrastructure, and 


start up costs 


 Greater cost visibility and control


Internal Only
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Cloud migration service | Service brief 


Outcomes


• A fully tested and operational application 


environment migrated to a target cloud platform 


with minimal business disruption 


Delivery model


• Fixed cost deliverable


• Subject matter experts conduct activities remotely 


with a project lead deployed on the customers site


Can your applications live in a cloud 


world? - Related  services


• Cloud Readiness Assessment 


• Design & Configuration of Cloud Environments 


• Integrated Management Infrastructure (IMI) for 


AWS & Azure 


Solution overview


Moving systems to the cloud, involve transitioning large volumes of data, in a co-ordinated way, that ensures minimal disruption to the 


customers existing business. Our intelligent and accelerated end to end migration service, delivers migration with minimum disruption 


to normal business activity to allow organisations to take advantage of the cloud. This is delivered with experienced resources, and 


proven process, with clear steps to provide confidence in the outcome.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Lack of internal resource with experience 


of complex cloud migrations 


 Threat of business disruption as a result 


of failed cloud migration 


 Spiralling costs resulting from extended 


cloud migration projects


 Lack of tools to migrate workloads to the 


cloud successfully 


 Delivery of a high level migration plan


 Technical solution document including 


approaches for application remediation, 


data migration, integration and target 


cloud requirements


 Migration cutover, run book, including 


migration steps, dress rehearsals, fix-


forward and back-out planning and 


agreed governance and communication


 Conduct migration, testing and cutover


 Seamless migration with limited 


demand on customer time


 Dedicated team of SMEs to identify and 


manage risk


 Highly predictable outcomes


 Tool driven automated framework with 


accelerated and predictable outcomes 


 Significant reduction of human effort 


through tools driven output, avoiding 


error prone reporting


Internal Only
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Managed Security Information & Event Management | Service brief 


Outcomes


• A  proactive approach to security monitoring, 


focused on trends across suspicious events and 


activities, that delivers a higher level of security, 


than purely monitoring for known vulnerabilities 


• Centralised management of cloud security 


services with visibility via a ‘single pane of glass’ 


console leveraging the 24x7 security operations. 


Delivery model


• Project initiation and planning


• SIEM system design


• Implementation, Integration and Transition


• On-going operational support


• Charged on Volume of events monitored via SIEM 


system 


Is your cloud secure? - Related  services


• Cloud Security Strategy Assessment 


• X-Force Incident Response


• Cloud Managed Security Services


• MSIEM Services 


• Vulnerability Management 


Solution overview


In todays enterprise, there are lots of tools and data points through which to monitor the security protection of IT assets. The challenge 


this brings is the ability to gain an rational view across the enterprise. Our Managed Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 


service accurately detects and prioritize threats across the enterprise, and it provides intelligent insights that enable teams to respond 


quickly to reduce the impact of incidents. It does this by consolidating log events and network flow data from thousands of devices, 


endpoints and applications distributed throughout the network. Our service includes design, implementation, configuration, 


optimization, management, and monitoring utilising IBM’s Qradar on cloud  (QRoC) SIEM system.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Traditional security services are often 


based on monitoring specific devices.  As 


a result sophisticated attacks often go 


undetected, leaving enterprises exposed 


for greater periods of time


 Many events left unexposed in log files, 


and no correlation across the global 


environment


 Most SIEM environments are typically:


• not optimised to capture data from 


across a global organization


• not fully capturing  data to support 


use cases set


• not continuously updated to support 


current risks


 Pre-configured catalogue service to get 


Cloud security protection in place 


quickly.


 High touch, consultative delivery team


 Proactive threat mitigation


 Optimizes existing investments


 Flexible design and service model


 Maps to existing IT processes


 Security Operations Optimisation with 


Security operations consultants, who 


design, deploy and optimise an 


advanced world-class SIEM for your 


organisation


 Real-time intelligent monitoring 


provides 24x7 security awareness, 


ensuring that attackers never have an 


after-hours advantage


 Outside of the cloud catalogue service, 


multiple offering packages  exist to 


ensure flexible service levels to support 


less demanding and also mission critical 


environments


Internal Only








Below are the most common questions about Cyber Enhanced,  
from what it is to who it’s for, and why to choose Vodafone. 


Your questions answered


Q. What is Cyber Enhanced? 


A. Vodafone’s Cyber Enhanced is a high 
performance cyber security solution. It brings 
together a dedicated cyber team and defence 
grade technology to provide the ultimate 
peace of mind for organisations who play a 
central role in critical national infrastructure. 
Born out of Vodafone’s Secure Sector offering 
which focuses on central government, Cyber 
Enhanced addresses the needs of customers 
requiring the highest level of cyber threat 
detection and support to protect valuable 
resources and complex digital estates. 


Q. What solutions do you offer as part  
of this proposition? 


A. Protective Monitoring 
Continual surveillance, analysis, alerting 
and reporting that enables security incident 
detection across customers’ full IT estate.  
The Protective Monitoring Service can be 
deployed seamlessly with other Vodafone 
services including Managed IP VPN, Managed 
Firewall and Managed Security Services.


Managed Firewall


Managing, monitoring and supporting your 
firewalls to ensure optimal strength and resilience. 
We provide an added layer of reinforcement for this 
fundamental barrier between your organisation 
and the outside world.


Managed Security Services


Managed IT infrastructure for bespoke secure 
requirements. Every organisation is unique 
in its infrastructure, personnel, and partner 
requirements; Managed Security Services ensure 
that you get the right type of support and fit. 


The Cyber Enhanced portfolio is part of the 
Business Security Enhanced suite. Other solutions 
include Mobile Enhanced and IoT Enhanced. 


Our Cyber  
Enhanced 
solution


Basics







Q. How will I integrate this with my current cyber 
security functionality and team?


A. Vodafone security services will work closely with 
your existing teams to understand your IT estate and 
security function. We will look to complement and 
provide an enhanced security protection service with 
the aim of being an extension to your existing IT  
and security operation.


Q. Is it easy to implement Cyber Enhanced?


A. Vodafone have a proven product capability and delivery 
methodology to ensure the successful implementation 
of the Cyber Enhanced solutions with minimal 
disruption. We will work closely with you to understand 
your requirements, provide a clear solution approach 
and delivery plan.  


Q. Protective Monitoring : How do you collect logs? 


A. Two methods are used to collect logs from 
a monitored environment: 


1. Agent software is installed on servers to enable logs 
to be pulled using a Protective Monitoring Collector 
installed by Vodafone. 


2. Devices (firewalls, switches etc) are configured to send 
their security event log messages to a syslog server 
that can be existing or provided by Vodafone. 


Q. What systems do you use for deploying 
Protective Monitoring?


A. Vodafone will design and deploy a SIEM (Security 
Information and Event Management) solution for your 
environment based on the capacity and configuration 
of your environment. Agent software and Collectors 
will be deployed along with any connectivity to ensure 
events are flowing to the SOC.


Q. What reporting will I receive for 
Protective Monitoring? 


A. Protective Monitoring reports will be produced  
once a month and will typically provide :


• A High Level summary
• Graphical evidence relating to appropriate  


Protective Monitoring Controls
• Firewall traffic profiles (if appropriate)
• Summary of any IDS signatures triggered
• Detail of incidents raised throughout the 


reporting period
• Actions for the customer to take


Q. How can I be sure Vodafone have full visibility of 
my estate? 


A. Protective Monitoring: Upon completion of the build 
phase, we will perform a standard set of tests to 
confirm that all the components are working correctly, 
and events are flowing from the monitored devices to 
the SOC as expected.


Q. How do I access support in a security emergency?


A. Protective Monitoring: The Vodafone SOC will act as 
First Responder in relation to any incidents raised and 
will log all reactive and proactive incidents.


Q. Who will I receive support from? 


A. Cyber Enhanced’s support service teams all have 
the requisite security clearance and are located 
in UK certified physically secure sites. They work 
using support processes aligned closely to ITIL and 
ISO20000, and have  robust escalation processes  
in place. Service Level Management ensures  
customers receive the performance expected, 
and performance across all functions is monitored 
and  regularly reviewed. 


Features and 
specifications


Troubleshooting  
and problems







For more information about Cyber Enhanced, 
contact enhanced@vodafone.com 


Q. Can you give any examples of 
organisations who are already using 
Cyber Enhanced? 


A. Civil Service Organisation, Government 
Education Agency & UK Cabinet 
Office: Secure Management Firewall / 
Protective Monitoring.


Q. Can you take on our security 
information and event management 
(SIEM) and run that for us? 


A. To ensure optimal security and service 
level management for all our clients 
we deploy our own SIEM service and 
are unable to take on an existing 
customer solution. 


Q. How will you work with our teams?


A. We pride ourselves in being an extension 
to your existing IT operation and work 
closely with your teams throughout the on 
boarding and operational phase. 


Q. Do you have any bespoke software or 
tech that we wouldn’t have seen from 
competitors? 


A. Vodafone deploy industry standard 
hardware and software for the deployment 
of the protective monitoring service. 


Q. How many people do you have in your 
cyber security team?


A. We have a team of approximately 120  
full-time people dedicated to cyber 
security and protecting your organisation. 


Q. What premises do you make use of? 


A. Our specialists are placed in customer 
sites to give high care support. They 
are strategic secure locations with 
the necessary security measures and 
clearances in place. 


Use cases Vodafone and  
Cyber Enhanced








Covering  
critical systemsVodafone 


Managed Hosting 
Create your ideal IT 
infrastructure without tying 
up your resources 


The future is exciting.


Ready?
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Hassle-free and modular infrastructure


Vodafone Managed Hosting


PRODUCT SHEET


Vodafone Managed Hosting takes the responsibility of fully managing your IT estate, providing infrastructure 
built to your exact needs. Your equipment will be hosted in Vodafone’s secure data centres and managed by our 
experts according to ITIL best practices. We will deliver assured efficiency, cost savings, and the freedom to focus 
on your core business. Managed Hosting complements your business’ cloud and digital strategy by providing 
enterprise-grade security, compliance, and management as standard for complex or legacy applications, while new 
developments follow a “cloud-first” approach. 


Vodafone Managed Hosting is the perfect solution if you are looking for


• a trusted service that delivers an end-to-end  tailored IT solution even for 
complex infrastructure requirements


• cost effectiveness to reduce your spend or change your financial model from  
CapEx to OpEx 


• Tier-III aligned and secure data centres with assured data sovereignty


• consultancy and design with 24/7 support and service management


• trusted IT expertise for delivery and support with professional services that  
remove complexity


Moving to Vodafone’s Managed Hosting is seamless 
Vodafone will analyse your business requirements and audit your systems, 
identifying suitable candidates for virtualisation. Based on this information, we’ll 
design a platform and migration plan. We’ll then install it in our data centre, 
configure to your specification, carrying out all testing required, and migrate 
services and applications from your legacy infrastructure, including any physical-
to-virtual implementations.
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Vodafone Managed Hosting


PRODUCT SHEET


SAFE SMARTER SIMPLE


Vodafone Managed Hosting at a glance


Guaranteed data residency
Combine with Public and Private Cloud,  
Co-location, Security or Storage services


Global Network and Data Centre reach


Data and application security
Infrastructure built to order to your  
exact requirements


Standardised, consistent global service 
from a single provider


Secure, high capacity, resilient connectivity Reduced CapEx and increased efficiencies
Single point of contact for service 
assurance


World-class technology partnerships
Expert support with a managed ITIL service 
wrap, wherever you need it, globally


Contracting and billing locally or centrally
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Vodafone Managed Hosting


PRODUCT SHEET


The network is key to a performant & secure IT platform


• We own over 1 million km of fibre network and have global MPLS coverage in 84 countries and 298 
PoPs


• Access easily our high bandwidth global network via Vodafone’s internet backbone or MPLS network 
and get connected to our secure data centres worldwide


• As we own the network we won’t charge you for bandwidth which gives you a lower cost of 
ownership


• Additional layers of security will protect your data even better, including DDoS mitigation and 
Intrusion Detection and Prevention, which can be enabled across the network 


• We can interconnect your services, such as Co-Location with Vodafone’s Hosted Private Cloud easily


Why buy Vodafone Managed Hosting? 
Vodafone is trusted to provide IT infrastructure solutions and managed services for leading corporate 
and public sector customers across the globe. Vodafone Managed Hosting is pre-connected to the 
network, with market-leading security and compliance as standard (ISO 27001, PCI-DSS). Infrastructure 
can be easily scaled up and down as demand changes, providing the specific performance and 
availability required by applications. 


Next steps  
Let’s talk about how Vodafone Managed Hosting can 
bring all the business benefits of IT provisioning to your 
organisation. Please contact your Account Manager for 
further details.


© Vodafone Group 2018. Vodafone and the Vodafone logo are trade marks of the Vodafone Group. Other product 
and company names may be trade marks of their respective owners.
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C2 General 


1. Introduction  
 
 


Please use this document to view frequently asked questions regarding our proposition Public Cloud offered by 


Vodafone. Please ensure that you raise the visibility of potential opportunities (after your first initial customer 


conversation) with the Cloud & Security Product Manager: Ketan Thakkar -  ketan.thakkar1@vodafone.com 
 


 


1. What public clouds can we offer? 


Vodafone is uniquely able to offer multiple cloud offerings, supported by business solutions, services and 


connectivity. Meaning that whatever cloud journey our customers take, we can support them along that path and 


provide solutions to their business problems, reducing complexity and risk.  


Vodafone Public Cloud offering includes: 


 Our network not only eases the movement of workloads into the cloud, It ensures that once they are there, 


they can connect extensively and securely with other clouds. 


 Our Cloud is globally consistent, meaning that our customers experience the same high value cloud service 


regardless from which location it is consumed from. 


 


As of May 2019 the following clouds are available: 


 


 Azure from Microsoft  


 AWS (Amazon Web Services) 


 


Coming soon: 


 Alibaba Cloud  


 


The above are available as re-sells and are coupled with the already available Cloud Connect proposition and is 


complemented by the Vodafone Cloud Assessment proposition and a locally delivered choice of partners delivering 


managed and professional services. 


 


2. Why are we doing this? 


a. It gives our Hybrid Cloud solution a number of public cloud offerings 


. 


b. We can now help our customers achieve a faster time to market using Services combined with Vodafone’s 


network connectivity. 


c. Allows us to offer flexible commercials & a monthly (and annual) consumption- based model. 


 


3. How do all our offerings compare to each other? 


There are a number of documents on the Digital Sales Hub and Cloud Central which will talk you through the 


different offerings and which ones to pitch when. . 


 


4. Do deals follow the same internal governance process (EDRA etc.)? 


Yes, all deals are still subject to the same internal Vodafone processes, although the Readiness Assessment Service 


& X-Force Incident response Services are EDRA pre-approved to speed the process.  
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5. Where can I offer AWS this to my customer? 


 


 


 


You can offer Public Cloud to customers who require public cloud services in all global locations where our partners 


make available, however customers can only contract this with Vodafone from a legal entity based in the country 


where we enable this and sign a contract with Vodafone. Customers can duplicate resources across continents in 


order to engineer high availability solutions.  


 


6. What other tools are available to us to help us aid our customers transition to the cloud? 


 


The Vodafone Cloud Assessment Snapshot package is available for the sales community.  


It is a tool to use to help customers that are looking to migrate to AWS with Vodafone. 
 
It will enable the sales team to offer a one-off report about the health of the customer AWS cloud estate (cost, 


security, governance) and enable to start a conversation for the sales of AWS offered by Vodafone and the other 


packages in the Vodafone Cloud Assessment offering. This offering is a one off and it is free.  


 


Follow this process to initiate an engagement: 
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AWS SPECIFIC SECTION 


 


7. What countries are we specifically targeting? 


At launch we will target UK and UK VGE. More countries will follow in FY19. 
 


8. Are there plans for AWS and Azure launch in to any other locations other than UK? 


We are working on plans to expand our AWS and Azure re-sell markets through additional funding and local market 


support.  


 


9. Will we have full capability of AWS Services on day one? 


No, we will not offer AWS Managed Services in the UK. This will follow in FY18/19and is being driven by the local 


market. 


 


There are also some minor restrictions on the service catalogue we can resell which is limited to those AWS service 


listed here: https://s3.amazonaws.com/Reseller-Program-Legal- Documents/Authorized+AWS+Services.pdf. This 


list may be updated from time to time by AWS, in general newly launched AWS services may not be immediately 


available via channel resellers such as Vodafone. 


An integral (mandatory) part of the Vodafone offering will be the provision of AWS Platform Support, which is broadly 


equivalent in functionality and price to AWS Business Support which is detailed here: 


https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/compare-plan/ 


 


As part of the Vodafone offering the customer will also receive the following mandatory services: 


• One bill, one provider, single point of contact – simplified services and procurement 


• Vodafone Cloud Assessment Standard – your customer will receive via email a monthly report to 


understand their AWS Cloud Estate adoption challenges (pricing, security, governance) Here is what a 


sample report looks like: 


 



https://s3.amazonaws.com/Reseller-Program-Legal-Documents/Authorized+AWS+Services.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/Reseller-Program-Legal-Documents/Authorized+AWS+Services.pdf

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/compare-plan/
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• Platform Support – single service support team for all customer Vodafone services. 


Vodafone provided support services for AWS on 24x7 basis, broadly equivalent to AWS Business Support 


(https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/business-support/) Vodafone will provide 24x365 Service 


Desk and Incident Management support for AWS. Support will be provided in English. The Vodafone 


operational model for support is ITIL based. 


 


Additionally, customers are able to select and consume 3rd party services from the AWS marketplace 


https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace to complement the services offered by AWS directly. 
 


10. What are the additional value-add services from this Vodafone offering? 


Customers are now able to activate our extended Vodafone Cloud Assessment proposition. Vodafone Cloud 


Assessment Advanced which will address the cloud adoption challenges for Enterprise customers: cost 


management, security, governance, rightsizing: 
 


 Understanding complex and dynamic cloud pricing & billing 


 Poor visibility and accurate mapping of cloud estate 


 Security Risk Exposure 


 Cloud Governance 


 Instance right sizing 


 Reserved Instances potential saving 


 Automation via policy workflow 


 


Customers will have access to the full CloudHealth platform, where they will be able to inspect their cloud estate in 


real time and in great detail. 


 


11. What do the commercials look like? 


 


AWS Platform Services Standard AWS Retail 


Pricing: 


 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/ 


 


Billing Integration and 


Cloud Assessment 


 3% Of previous Month’s AWS Platform 


Charges 


Business Support 


(Equivalent to AWS 


Business support) 


 


Min. charge $100 or $0–$10K 10% 


$10K-$80K 7% 


$80K-$250K 5% 


$250K+ 3% 
 


of AWS Platform Services charges 


 


 Cloud Assessment 


Advanced 


 6% of Previous Month's AWS Platform 


Charges 


12. How is it different to our current model? 


This is being built on top of our public  cloud from Vodafone offering, to further strengthen Vodafone cloud offering. 


More public clouds and more location availability will follow. We aim to be a cloud agnostic provider and be able to 


offer the cloud that best fits our customers’ needs. 



https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/business-support/

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/compare-plans/

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/compare-plans/

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/compare-plans/
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13. Just to clarify, is this only a resale of the AWS Services to start with? 


No, it is a resale coupled with additional added value services like Cloud Connect, Cloud Assessment, Managed 


Services and more propositions to come. 


 


14. How will this impact our customers? 


Our customers will see no change as we don’t have any existing customers for AWS. Customers already using AWS 


will not see any change in their setup when transitioning to AWS offered by Vodafone  


 


15. What do the commercials look like? 


The commercials will be aligned to AWS retails pricing although there are some minor differences on support pricing 


(see AWS offered by Vodafone - Rate Card, Margin guide and How to Order for more detail). The AWS model will be 


built into the standard pricing tool, with supporting rate cards and quoting guidelines.  


 


16. Do I need to engage with AWS on an opportunity? 


Yes. Vodafone must submit opportunities for AWS qualification through the Opportunity Management Tool in 


Partner Central, referred to as opportunity submissions. These submissions enter AWS SFDC as leads; and if qualified 


by AWS, they’re converted to opportunities in AWS SFDC. 
 


Qualifiers on the OppMan Team (NA) closely review each opportunity submission and evaluate whether the 


opportunity meets the criteria to be deemed AWS qualified. 


The qualification process is generally outlined by the four steps below: 


Qualify, Vet, Convert and Notify. 
 


This is covered in the AWS Sales and Partner Team guide. 
 


All deals need to be registered on the Opportunity Management Tool of the Amazon Partner Network Portal, APN. 
 



https://workspace2.vodafone.com/global/productcatalogue/NewDocumentsLibrary/Azure%20offered%20by%20Vodafone%20-%20Rate%20Card%20Margin%20guide%20and%20How%20to%20Order.pdf
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If you have the correct privileges, you can submit new deals via clicking on the Opportunities tab at the top once 


logged in. 
 


All deals will be subject to an approval process. The status of which will be kept up to date in the APN portal, 


Opportunity Management. If applicable, Amazon will assign appropriate support to the deal, depending on the deal 


type. 
 


For any questions on registering a new deal, you can contact the dedicated deal desk team on apn-opp-


reg@amazon.com. 


 


17. Can I migrate an existing AWS customer to Vodafone? 


Yes, we can migrate in existing AWS Accounts into the supply relationship with Vodafone without impacting the 


operation of the applications and workloads hosted on AWS. Migrating in existing AWS account is however not a 


primary Vodafone target due to significantly lower margins than new workloads. New value added propositions 


need to be added in order to realize a positive margin sale. 


 


2. AZURE SPECIFIC SECTION 


 


1. Will we have full Azure capability on day one? 


The short answer is no - there are some limitations.  


There are a number of additional minor limitations on the Microsoft Azure offered by Vodafone service that mean 


some Azure capabilities are unfortunately not available to Vodafone customers at this time.   A future release of 


Microsoft Azure offered by Vodafone may further refine this position.  


1.1.1 Vodafone limitations  
Capabilities not currently available from Vodafone are detailed in the table below: 


Offering Description Further Details 


Reserved Instance 


resale 


The ability to resell an Azure Reserved Instance. https://azure.microsoft.com/e


n-gb/pricing/reserved-vm-


instances/ 


Bring Your Own 


Azure Account 


(BYO) 


Vodafone does not support Azure services where the 


customer retains the supply relationship with Azure 


directly.  Azure accounts can be migrated to Vodafone 


from other CSP resellers in order for Vodafone to 


provide billing and support services. 


N/A 


Delivery of Azure 


services to UK 


Public Sector 


customers. 


Not currently supported by Vodafone, however will be 


supported in a future release. 


N/A 


 


1.1.2 Microsoft CSP Channel Reseller limitations 
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C2 General 


As a member of the Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider Program (CSP Program) we are able to offer customers access 


to the majority of the Azure catalogue as per the listing here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-


solution-provider/overview/azure-csp-available-services. 


Please note:  you should take careful note of the small number of Azure services not available to CSP customers 


in the Comments section of this web page: 


 


 


 


As part of the Vodafone offering the customer will also receive the following mandatory services: 


• One bill, one provider, single point of contact – simplified services and procurement 


• Vodafone Cloud Assessment Standard – your customer will receive via email a monthly report to 


understand their Azure Cloud Estate adoption challenges (pricing, security, governance) Here is what a 


sample report looks like: 


 



https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-solution-provider

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-solution-provider/overview/azure-csp-available-services

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-solution-provider/overview/azure-csp-available-services

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-solution-provider/overview/azure-csp-available-services

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-solution-provider/overview/azure-csp-available-services
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2. Are the value-add services different to AWS? 


Azure from Vodafone provides the same family of added value services as AWS. Some of the details may change e.g. 


Vodafone Cloud Assessment may provide a slight different experience when showing information on the regular 


spend report, or the CloudHealth platform may offer a different view on details compared to AWS, or managed services 


catalogue may be different. 


3. Do I need to engage with Microsoft on an opportunity? 


No engagement with Microsoft is necessary when seeking an opportunity. 


4. Can I migrate an existing Azure customer to Vodafone? 


Yes, it is entirely possible with a commercial agreement with the customer switching the business from a previous 


partner to Vodafone. 


 


5. What do the commercials look like? 


 


Azure Platform Services Standard Azure Retail 


Pricing: 


 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-


gb/pricing/calculator/ 


Billing Integration and 


Cloud Assessment 


 3% Of previous Month’s Azure Platform Charges 


Business Support 


(Equivalent to Azure 


Support Standard) 


Monthly charge UK £745.00 Vodafone Azure Platform support 



https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/calculator/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/calculator/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/support/plans/standard/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/support/plans/standard/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/support/plans/standard/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/support/plans/standard/
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 Cloud Assessment 


Advanced 


 6% of Previous Month's Azure Platform Charges 


 


 


 


I need more clarification on cost savings for public cloud 


Check out this link!  


 


I need more clarification on public cloud skills 


Check out this link!  


 


 


Next steps? 
 
 


• Start engaging in customer conversations! 


 


• Note: This is an extension of our current Hybrid Cloud offering with the added value that we can now 


 offer our Public Cloud in our portfolio. 
 
 


Check out the Public Cloud collateral which is available in a number of different locations: 


 


Proposition content & customer facing collateral can be found on Cloud Central 


Product technical, pricing and ordering information can be found on the OEPC 


Additional information can be found on VF-University , VF-External Website and Our Video Channel  


 


Alternatively, click here to go through to our 5 steps to selling AWS guide, which takes you on a journey through all 


available collateral – find this on Cloud Central!  


 


Please ensure that you raise the visibility of potential opportunities with the Public Cloud Proposition 


Manager after primary conversations with your customer: Ketan Thakkar ketan.thakkar1@vodafone.com 


 


 


  



https://vodafone.sharepoint.com/sites%2FGroupCloud%2FAssets%2FAssetLibrary%2FControlling%20cloud%20costs%20without%20compromise.pdf

https://vodafone.sharepoint.com/sites%2FGroupCloud%2FAssets%2FAssetLibrary%2FGuide%20-%20Make%20a%20cultural%20shift%20to%20unlock%20cloud%20gains.pdf

https://workspace2.vodafone.com/Group/Cloud/AssetLibrary/SitePages/index.aspx

https://workspace2.vodafone.com/global/productcatalogue/Pages/Product.aspx?productid=5194

https://vodafone.sharepoint.com/sites/learning/global/pages/default.aspx

https://vodafone.sharepoint.com/sites/learning/global/pages/default.aspx

https://workspace2.vodafone.com/Group/Cloud/AssetLibrary/SitePages/index2.aspx

https://login.microsoftonline.com/login.srf?client-request-id=38d8a69e-a066-0000-37bc-a9e15cd6e9e0

https://vodafone.sharepoint.com/sites/GroupCloud/Assets/SitePages/index.aspx

mailto:ketan.thakkar1@vodafone.com
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Application modernisation service | Service brief 


Outcomes


• Single or multiple applications converted into a 


cloud ready architectural framework leveraging 


APIs and Microservices


Delivery model


• Subject matter experts conduct activities remotely 


with a project lead deployed on the customers site


• Time and materials cost model based on a 


standardised resource rate card


Can your applications live in a cloud 


world? - Related  services


• Application discovery and assessment services 


Solution overview


A service that provides skilled resources and expertise to modernise existing customers applications so they can migrate these 


workloads to the cloud, leveraging the advantages of cloud infrastructure, while unlocking potential business value and improving 


business agility. 


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Operational complexity & lack of 


required skills to transform


 Infrastructure and software licenses 


which are approaching end of life or 


renewal


 Unable to leverage cloud velocity and 


flexibility within current IT framework


 High development costs and slow 


deployment of new capabilities impacts 


on delivering current cloud strategy


 Can’t transform quickly enough to 


realise the cost benefits of cloud.


 Delivers the application modernisation 


including agile sprints, coding, testing, 


implementation and handover on a time 


and materials basis


 Optional proof of technology service 


which validates existing approach and 


confirms implementation plan and costs


 Access to a wide pool of resources and 


skills that isn’t limited to the skill set 


within the customer


 Delivery of cloud ready applications 


without impacting on existing IT projects


 Delivers Microservices cloud ready 


hybrid architecture with improved 


maintenance and extensibility


 Output is fully aligned with business 


initiatives and plans


 Plug-in analytics and other innovations 


can be incorporated into the output


 Application and data converted to a 


functionally cloud ready equivalent 


target 


Internal Only
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Cloud Security Strategy Assessment | Service brief


Outcomes


• A comprehensive security assessment that 


provides a robust set of recommendations and a 


planned approach to delivery


• A security framework that compliments cloud 


transformation and provides long term trust for 


clients 


Delivery model


• A single assessment of one business unit/site


• The assessment will be delivered by up to two 


Cloud Security Consultants, providing up to 50 


days of consultancy


Is your cloud secure? - Related  services


• X-Force – Offensive Security Testing 


• X-Force Incident Response


• Cloud Managed Security Services


• MSIEM Services 


• Vulnerability Management 


Solution overview


Many customers now look firstly towards Cloud as their preferred way of delivering IT.  A key part of this strategy is ensuring that their 


data remains secure in the cloud. This service is delivered across multiple cloud environments and identifies business risks and 


recommends suitable remediation activity across organisation, process and technology. This is delivered through a comprehensive 


security framework that compliments cloud transformation and provides longer term trust for clients, though a robust plan and 


recommendations.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 The assumption that cloud is secure out 


of the box, not a shared responsibility 


 A lack of people and skills to take full 


advantage of cloud technologies


 A lack of understanding in how to 


achieve compliance across the cloud 


estate


 Unclear in-house cloud security strategy


 Sprawling cloud environments with 


limited security controls


 Unknown cloud services and offerings in 


use within the enterprise creating 


shadow IT


 A lack of control of costs


 An assessment which identifies current 


state cloud security and establishes a 


target state with roadmap based on a 


robust maturity model 


 A robust cloud security strategy 


methodology which enables a 


standardized approach to security across 


all cloud service providers 


 Key considerations include:


• Securing data for the cloud, to the 


cloud and from the cloud 


• Centralised management and 


monitoring of all cloud environments 


• Reported metrics and 


recommendation per security domain 


 A structured approach to security 


assessment  across all cloud service 


providers, delivered in key stages:


• Project initiation 


• Current state assessment 


• Target state analysis 


• Recommendations for future security 


developments 


 Extension of the security controls 


environment and assurance 


 Quick wins identified and delivered


 Security roles and responsibilities clearly 


defined


 Clarity of liability based on deployment 


model


 Data governance, protection and transfer 


issues identified


 Regulatory compliance that maintains or 


improves risk posture delivered


 Information required to create longer 


term strategic plan for cloud security 


delivered


 The impact of shadow IT is reduced by 


closer control of administration rights 


Internal Only








Your journey 


in the cloud
Security Services from Vodafone


Our Cloud services for 


endless opportunity


The future is exciting.


Ready?
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“Worldwide spending on security-related hardware, software, 


and services is forecast to reach $133.7 billion in 2022.”
/IDC/


“More than $1.3 trillion in IT spending will bedirectly or 


indirectly affected by the shift to cloud by 2022, a corporate 


‘no-cloud’ policy will be as rare as a ‘no-internet’ 


policy is today.”
/Gartner/
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Why Security matters in the cloud? 


A security breach can have devastating consequences for any enterprise 


ranging from the leaking of valuable customer data, reputational damage and 


large fines. Securing your data is now a pre-requisite of any digital 


transformation and goes hand in hand with business success.


Many organisations struggle to balance  these security risks with the need for 


business agility. These concerns continue to hinder the adoption of public, 


private and hybrid cloud and means business can not take advantage of the 


cost and process efficiencies cloud can offer. 


The cloud has in the past been seen as a less secure part of any organisations 


digital estate however with over 50% of all customer interactions taking place 


there it now must have the same level of rigour and security as on premise IT 


systems. Breaches must be identified and remediation plans put in place faster 


than ever to prevent ongoing leaks of data or system collapses that can result in 


significant loss of revenue and ultimately reputational damage that can have a 


long term and potentially devastating impact to any business.


In  addition  there large fines can now be levied against organisations that fail to 


protect data in the cloud 


To help your business overcome these difficulties and 


offer help on your journey to the cloud, Vodafone 


offers a choice of Security Services and management 


options so that your business can be confidently 


connected in the cloud.


60% of enterprises that implement appropriate cloud visibility 


and control tools will experience one-third fewer security failures.


Through 2020, public cloud infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 


workloads will suffer at least 60% fewer security incidents than 


those in traditional data centres.


/GARTNER/


“
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A selection of our Security Services
Vodafone has teams of specialists available to help companies develop world-class security strategies to safeguard data and protect assets in the cloud. Vodafone Security 


offerings are designed to test and help secure potential security gaps. We guide you through each critical step of building a security-rich cloud posture.


Cloud Security Strategy Assessment


This service is delivered across multiple cloud 


environments and identifies business risks and 


recommends suitable remediation activity across 


organisation, process and technology. Our security 


framework compliments cloud transformation and 


provides long term trust for clients .


X-force Incident Response


Incident Response and Intelligence Services Vision 


Retainer is an incident response subscription service 


that provides access to highly skilled security 


consultants. The services include pre-emptive 


incident preparation, data preservation, in-depth data 


analysis and response and management functions in 


the event of an incident. 


X-force Offensive Security Testing


X-Force Red is an autonomous team of veteran 


hackers hired to break into organizations and 


uncover risky vulnerabilities that criminal attackers 


may use for personal gain. X-Force Red offers 


offensive security services which includes 


penetration testing, vulnerability management 


programs, red teaming, code review, static analysis 


and vulnerability assessments.


Vulnerability Management Services


Our Vulnerability Management Service provides a 


platform that can assess the state of devices and 


services across a customers cloud estate to validate 


and support patching policy within an enterprise to 


minimise vulnerability to know threats. This 


automation simplifies the task and reduces the time 


to maintain systems.


Managed Security Information & Event 


Management


The service accurately detects and prioritize threats 


across the enterprise, and it provides intelligent 


insights that enable teams to respond quickly to 


reduce the impact of incidents. Our service includes 


design, implementation, configuration, optimization, 


management, and monitoring utilising IBM’s Qradar


on cloud (QRoC) SIEM system.


Cloud Managed Security Infrastructures 


Services


Our fully managed, proactive security service that is 


focused on our customers key security infrastructure, 


and actively manages, monitors and maintains it. This 


provides a known service for a know cost, giving the 


ability to budget effectively and invest more in 


transformation.
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Why choose Vodafone security services?


World-class security consulting and advisory services


The unique combination of IBM’s deep technical expertise and innovation 


with Vodafone’s leading global connectivity will help you deliver world class


security in a digital world with two trusted advisors. With Security Services by 


Vodafone you will get access to a wide pool of resources and skillset to help 


ensure success in your cloud journey and protect your business strategies.


Flexibility


Vodafone’s Security Services enables you to start 


your cloud journey in a proven and secure way and 


ensure you select the cloud that is most appropriate 


for your needs. These services ensure you select the 


operating system, the programming language, the 


web application platform, the database and any other 


services that are right for your business needs. This


delivers flexibility with the confidence that security is 


built into the transformation process.


Reliability with global footprint and local 


presence


Our Security Services allow you to take advantage of 


a scalable, reliable and secure global computing 


infrastructure all connected to Vodafone’s secure, 


global network. Be this for Public, Private, or 


traditional hosted solutions. As the largest 


telecommunications company, we understand your 


business and are able to support your security needs 


across new places, new customers, new services and 


products.


Innovation capabilities


Innovation is key to Vodafone – we are the world’s 


largest IoT provider, connecting over 74 million 


devices, as well as one of the leaders in the 


implementation and use of software-defined 


networking (SDN) solutions. With our Security


Services, you can be certain that you are provided 


with and can connect your cloud to best-of-breed 


and secure technology..


End-to-end security solutions and services


Public cloud providers utilise an end-to-end approach to secure and harden 


infrastructure, including physical, operational and software measures. 


Besides our connectivity services, we have a broad portfolio of cloud services 


which allow us to support you on your journey to cloud, through a wide 


range of services that spans Assessment, Moving, Building, and Managing.
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Cloud


Services


Our Approach to securing your Cloud


Assess and 


advise on 


cloud


Migrate to 


cloud


Rationalise 


for cloud


Modernise 


for cloud


Build on 


cloud


Operate on 


cloud


A wide portfolio of services


Transforming your IT to align with a cloud world 


can be a challenging task, balancing the value 


that cloud brings, against the cost and risk of 


disruption to your business. Leveraging the 


experience and depth of capability that 


Vodafone has through our own and IBM’s, 


provides the skills to ensure a successful, secure 


transformation that not only delivers on your 


TCO goals, but delivers on your business 


strategy as well.


Our IBM venture


Vodafone Business and IBM have joined forces 


in a venture that combines the best of global 


connectivity and multi-cloud to help you 


succeed in the digital world. You can call on 


IBM’s world-class consulting and advisory 


services specific to your industry to help you 


achieve the digital transformation results you 


want. Combined with Vodafone's Network, 5G 


and Edge capability, this brings new 


opportunities for you in a digital world.


Move


When it comes to moving to 


cloud, not everything fits. That’s 


why alongside our managed 


hosting capability, we can offer 


services to respond to your 


business needs, securely and 


efficiently.


For those applications that do fit 


we have the tools and skills to 


move them rapidly and 


successfully to the right cloud.


Advise


We have a wide range of services to help you 


build a strategy, or review your current one, to 


ensure your cloud journey delivers on your 


business goals in a secure and business 


focussed manner 


Build


As you look to how your 


business transforms in a 


digital world we can help 


deliver your digital services, 


quickly and securely 


ensuring that they


effectively underpin your 


strategy for growth. 


Manage


Managing all aspects of 


cloud operations spanning 


infrastructure, applications 


and security across multiple 


clouds, requires new 


approaches, thinking and 


skill sets. We can help 


address any gaps to make 


sure you get the most from 


cloud.
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How we bring value to your cloud journey


Your choice of cloud


We have a broad portfolio of customer-ready 


solutions to address common customer business 


problems. The solutions follow best practices for 


security and high availability to ensure the highest 


possible service quality. Vodafone will help you find 


the best solution that suits your needs.


Platform Support


Direct support service from Vodafone building on the 


knowledge and expertise of AWS, Alibaba and 


Microsoft aligned to their business support package, 


as well as our own cloud support services, to keep 


your solution always on, secure and scalable.


Vodafone Cloud Assessment


The service provides a 360 view of your Public Cloud 


service not just on costs and optimization but a 


service that helps support decision making for your 


finance, IT operations and engineering teams. 


Eliminate wasted spend, maintain high availability, 


security and scalability while planning your capacity 


for the next big thing.


Vodafone Cloud Connect


Private network connectivity can be offered via 


Vodafone Cloud Connect with the possibility to be 


complemented with a range of security options to 


create a multi-cloud offering with Vodafone’s Private 


Cloud service. 


Professional and Managed Services


We have a broad range of services that assess the 


suitability of moving to cloud, helps with the 


migration, and builds secure landing points, as well 


providing managed services to simplify your 


operational tasks. We will even help you rebuild your 


applications. These services are available across 


public and private cloud.


Security Services


A comprehensive portfolio of security services are 


available to develop a robust and secure cloud 


environment. Our security framework includes cloud 


security assessment, incident response and 


vulnerability testing, to maintain industry best 


practices and meet regulatory requirements.
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We have reached a point where technology is no longer 


supporting a business but technology is the business. 


Therefore how we protect the technology is how we protect 


the business. 


With this new way of thinking  we must accept that security 


needs to be built into a business, securing each customer 


interaction and allowing an enterprise to grow
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Why Vodafone
Vodafone is uniquely able to offer multiple cloud offerings, supported by tools, services and 


connectivity. It means that whatever cloud journey you take, we can support you along that 


path and provide solutions to your business problems, reducing complexity and risk.


Cloud Application Services offered by Vodafone include various unique components that add up 


to an exclusive package helping your business make the move to the cloud:


 Extensive expertise and knowledge


 Structured and transparent approach


 End-to-end business solutions and services


 Global footprint and local presence


 Innovation capabilities


We hope this brochure answers your questions about the Security Services 


offered by Vodafone. To find out more about how public cloud can help your 


business, go to our website or get in touch with your Vodafone representative.


www.vodafone.com/business
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The cloud journey


Working with cloud-based applications provides the comfort of reaching data anywhere, be it from 
home, from the office or even while commuting. As more businesses are adapting the cloud, choosing 
the right solution is increasingly important. When we talk about private cloud solutions, we can pick 
between on-premise and hosted versions. Hosted Private Cloud from Vodafone will give you all the 
flexibility cloud can offer, paired with highly secure data centres to store all your business data.


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud – aligning performance,  
security and compliancey


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud delivers computing, network and storage resources which are 
located in secure data centres and can be accessed via the Vodafone global network and the internet. 
While benefitting from a lower cost of ownership, you can keep your data safe and your applications 
performing at their best. 


Our solution comes with a self-service portal, the Vodafone Business Multicloud Platform (for more 
details on VBMP, see page 8), with which you can access your resources with just a few clicks. The 
compute, network and storage services are all virtualised, so you can maximise the usage, control and 
mobility of your resources – regardless of your services running on dedicated or shared infrastructure. 
With Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud, you can create virtual machines, logical networks and security 
policies within minutes rather than days or even weeks. Thanks to this architecture model, the private 
cloud service can be divided into multiple environments. This way it can cover the needs of various 
departments of your organisation from a single platform.


We host your private cloud platform in IBM’s cloud data centres in the UK and Germany, where it is 
highly available, and monitored and supported around the clock, every day of the year.


What is Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud?
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Today and tomorrow


• Existing services optimised with 
IBM’s leading IT expertise


• Portfolio enhanced at speed, with 
IBM’s rich multicloud capabilities


• New digital solutions, co-created 
and packaged for simplicity 


End-to-end technology


• From Vodafone: 5G, SDN, IoT, 
mobile edge compute


• From IBM: multicloud, Watson AI, 
block chain, mobile applications


• Integrated end-to-end solutions, 
SLAs and service experiences


Business experience


• IBM’s world-class consulting 
capability


• Deep industry knowledge 
provides a vertical go to market 
(GTM) approach


• Over 15,000 cloud specialists 
support cloud adoption


Europe focus, global 
experience


• Unmatched reach in Europe: 
Vodafone’s breadth of footprint 
and IBM’s depth of relationship


• Combined with insight from 
working with the world’s largest 
global customers


Vodafone Business and IBM –  
a next-generation partnership 
Vodafone Business and IBM join forces in a new kind of venture that 
brings together the best of global connectivity and multicloud to help 
businesses succeed in a digital world.
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What’s in it for you?


A private cloud is ideal if you need to:


Accelerate cloud migration and improve 
performance:


Organisations often turn to Hosted Private Cloud when 
they are looking to vacate their own data centres in 
order to improve performance whilst reducing security 
risks and costs. It can help supplement primary 
platforms or accelerate cloud journeys. Alternatively, 
it is often used as a temporary solution on the road to 
public cloud.


Bridge the gap between public and private (on 
premise) clouds:


Hosted Private Cloud fills the gap between public and 
private cloud. It is ideal for speeding up migration, 
accommodating specific workloads that are not 
designed for the cloud, or simply delivering a single-
tenanted solution.


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud helps you become more productive and efficient with less IT overhead. You 
can easily off-load your infrastructure and management complexity, while keeping your resources secure in 
the cloud.


Find an alternative to public cloud 


Public cloud might not be suitable for some 
organisations due to costs relating to tailored 
workload configurations, high input/output 
(I/O) demands and complex compliance 
requirements. Many organisations need to 
guarantee workload performance, and for 
these Hosted Private Cloud often proves to be 
more affordable with higher performance.
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What’s in it for you?


Main benefits


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud helps you provide your organisation with:


• A lower cost alternative to owning and managing your own data centres 
and infrastructure


• A more flexible alternative to managed hosting and co-location


• The ability to take the first steps on your journey to the cloud


• An affordable and reliable disaster recovery platform/service


Choosing Vodafone as a single global provider offers simplified management 
of cloud data, coupled with high levels of virtualisation and automation. All 
that to make customisation and control straightforward for your business.


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud combines 
our global mobile and fixed network and 
data centre infrastructure into a unique, 
secure and scalable solution.
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What’s included in Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud?


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud is designed on industry standard VMware solutions and 
delivered via the Vodafone Business multicloud platform. You can choose to have an on-
demand or a committed solution with base or optional features.


Base 
platform


Private Cloud – On-demand


Fully shared compute and storage. This option will be available as standard, based on 
a per Virtual Machine (VM) pricing model


Private Cloud – Committed


Reserved servers and either reserved or logically isolated storage. With the option to 
burst capacity on pay-as-you-go basis.


Multicloud management platform (VBMP) / Anti-Virus / Operating system / 24x7x365 support


Customer provisioned Virtual Machines: Vodafone-managed or customer-managed


Optional 
elements


50 GB internet included per customer 500 GB internet included per host


Backup services Disaster recovery and 
rapid restore services


Database and 
middleware options


MPLS connectivity Security services Professional services


From 14 days to 7 years 
retention to protect your 
VMs and help keep you 
compliant


Multiple tiers of high 
availability protections 
for your VMs to help with 
quick recovery


Multiple database and 
middleware options 
available as part of a 
managed VM


Available on request 
to support customers 
requiring more than 
internet


Additional managed 
security services 
available on request


Professional services 
available to help, 
including advisory and 
migration services
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Self-service platform for management


What’s included in Vodafone 
Hosted Private Cloud?


Vodafone Business Multicloud Platform (VBMP)


The Vodafone Business Multicloud Platform is a simple-to-use platform with a 
catalogue of multicloud-related services that allows you to browse, search, order 
and fulfil services. It enables enterprises to transform and optimise their IT using 
a secure Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)-based platform. This solution helps you 
overcome many of the business challenges associated with the management of 
a multicloud platform and the transition to an IT-as-a-Service (ITaaS) model.


You retain the control and visibility you need, using our experience, skills and 
tools to: 


• Simplify IT deployment


• Make it faster and easier to obtain services


• Monitor and automate fulfilment processes


Having actionable insights into your cloud investments, you can manage your IT 
spend across multiple providers and make better business decisions.


More on the Vodafone Business Multicloud Platform


Vodafone Hosted Private Cloud is provided via a secure self-service portal called the 
Vodafone Business Multicloud Platform (VBMP). Through VBMP, you can set up and 
manage the compute, storage and network services, while ensuring compliance with 
your business policies. Your authorised administrators, developers or users can request 
new IT services and manage specific cloud and IT resource spend.
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Why Vodafone?


Next steps


If you would like to discover more about Vodafone 
Hosted Private Cloud, please contact your Account 
Manager or visit our website.


Vodafone Group is one of the world’s largest 
telecommunications companies which provides voice, 
messaging, data and fixed communications services. Our 
global networks span across Europe, North America, the 
Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific, and security is embedded 
into everything we do.


By connecting people, places and things, Vodafone Business 
helps businesses of all sizes to succeed in a digital world. 
Our expertise in connectivity, together with our leading IoT 
platform, multicloud solutions, digital services and global 
scale, delivers the results customers need to help them 
progress and thrive. We are a trusted partner to businesses 
of all sectors and public services around the world, and work 
side by side with them to understand the unique challenges 
they face and the goals they want to achieve..
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https://www.vodafone.com/business/cloud-and-hosting/traditional-it-hosting/vodafone-private-cloud





www.vodafone.com/business 


Vodafone Group 2020. This document is issued by Vodafone in confidence and is not to be reproduced in whole or in part without 
the express, prior written permission of Vodafone. Vodafone and the Vodafone logos are trademarks of the Vodafone Group. Other 
product and company names mentioned herein may be the trademark of their respective owners. The information contained in 
this publication is correct at the time of going to print. Any reliance on the information shall be at the recipient’s risk. No member 
of the Vodafone Group shall have any liability in respect of the use made of the information. The information may be subject to 
change. Services may be modified, supplemented or withdrawn by Vodafone without prior notice. All services are subject to terms 
and conditions, copies of which may be provided on request.
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Vodafone Business 


Multi-Cloud Platform 
 


 


 


The benefits of moving to cloud can be significant, from reduced 


costs, increased agility and above all business transformation. 


However, migrating your IT delivery from a traditional asset rich 


approach to an IT as a service (ITaaS) Cloud model can be 


challenging.  


 


In a Multi-Cloud world, these challenges are amplified.   


 


Our simple to use platform, with a catalogue of multi cloud related 


services, will ensure you have the visibility and control you need to 


get the most from your cloud environment.  


 


 


What is the service? 


Our Vodafone Business Multi-Cloud Platform allows you to browse, 


search, order and fulfill services powered by a comprehensive 


curated ITaaS catalogue across your clouds.  


 


You retain the control and visibility you need, using our experience, 


skills and tools, to: 


 simplify IT deployment  


 make it faster and easier to obtain services 


 monitor and automate fulfillment processes  
 


Having greater visibility and actionable insights into your cloud 


investments, you can manage your IT spend across multiple 


providers, and make better business decisions. 
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Vodafone Business 


Multi-Cloud Platform 
 


 


 


IT departments are evolving in order to 


deliver a wider variety of services tailored 


to business needs - faster. 


Enterprises are only realizing 35% of 


the total potential value of their cloud 


deployments according to a recent 


Bain & Company study.  


The Vodafone Business Multi-Cloud 


Platform enables enterprises to transform 


and optimize their IT using a secure SaaS 


based platform. 


With one, unified experience across all 


clouds you can: 


• maintain governance standards  


• monitor & report on activity 


through an online console 


• ensure procedures and pricing 


reflect current contract terms 


• automate updates as and when 


required 


• ensure your cloud deployments are 


delivering value 


• Assess and cost cloud deployments in  


advance 


What do you use it for? 
 


We know that one size doesn’t fit all, so each solution is 


tailored to the needs of your enterprise.  


 


It allows you to:  


 


 deliver bespoke service catalogues with pricing, 


content, and the option to create new services or 


blueprinted approved architecture deployments –    if 


needed 


 


 restrict access rights to features and functions, 


customize procurement rules, and enforce system 


based or individual approvals  


 


 use a simple, easy to use interface to discover and 


import cloud assets, or quickly start/stop inventory 


items across all available clouds  
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What’s in it for you? 
 


 


This solution helps overcome many of the business challenges 


associated with the management of a Multi-Cloud Platform, and 


the transition to an ITaaS model.  


 


We make it easier and quicker to manage Cloud environments  


without integration overheads.  


 


Giving you full control and visibility of all your cloud assets and spend. 


   


 remove the complexity from how to deploy, support and  


procure Cloud solutions 


 


 access planning tools that allow you to compare solution  


suitability and costs 


 


 enforce budgets and workflow processes across departments 


 


 limit the need to upskill in multiple cloud platforms 


 


 control cloud configurations to simplify support  


and management procedures 


 


 use tagging to deliver clear and detailed reporting across all  


services 


 


 add custom catalogue items to create new services or blueprint 


approved architecture deployments 
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What’s included in the Vodafone 


Business Multi-Cloud Platform? 
 


 


 


The internet based self-service portal is used to configure, procure and govern Cloud Services 


across multiple platforms.  


 


Features include:  


 


 Internet based access to the VBMP platform 


 


 A Free of Charge storefront for a range of Vodafone and cloud provider services 


 


 Value add modules available to purchase along with supporting services 


 


 A standardized approach to how you deploy cloud solutions with  


visibility of all cloud assets in one place, all tailored to your enterprise and individual 


department needs 


 


 A common catalogue and inventory of services that’s easy to monitor and maintain  


 


 A simple set of features working across multiple clouds to reduce administration and 


complexity 


 


 Tools and features to enhance the platform so it meets your exact requirements 
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Why Vodafone? 
 


 


 


Vodafone Group is one of the world’s largest telecommunications companies and 


provides a range of services including voice, messaging, data and 


fixed communications. Vodafone Group has mobile operations in 25 countries, 


partners with mobile networks in 42 more and fixed broadband operations in 19 


markets. As of 31 December 2018, Vodafone Group had approximately 700 million 


mobile customers and 21 million fixed broadband customers, including all of the 


customers in Vodafone’s joint ventures and associates. 


 


Our venture with IBM is designed to help businesses tackle the heavy lifting from their 


digital transformation, innovate faster and unlock the value of IT investment and 


business data.  


 


By connecting people, places and things, Vodafone Business helps businesses of all 


sizes to succeed in a digital world. We are a trusted partner to businesses of all sectors 


and public services around the world, and work side by side with them to understand 


the unique challenges they face and the goals they want to achieve. 


 


For more information, please visit: 


www.vodafone.com/business/cloud-and-hostin 
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Next step? 


If you want to discover more about the Vodafone 


business Multi-Cloud Platform, please contact your 


Account Manager. 


© Vodafone Group 2019. 


 


Vodafone and the Vodafone logo are trademarks 


of the Vodafone Group. Other product and 


company names may be trademarks of their 


respective owners. 



https://www.vodafone.com/business/home






C2 General


Application discovery and assessment services | Service brief 


Outcomes


• Provides a transparent, actionable roadmap for 


your journey to cloud for all chosen applications


Delivery model


• Subject matter experts conduct activities remotely 


with a project lead deployed on the customer’s site


• Service provided over an elapsed duration of up to 


two weeks as standard


• Fixed cost deliverable 


• 10-50 applications reviewed 


Can your applications live in a cloud 


world? - Related  services


• Application Modernisation


Solution overview


The benefits of moving to cloud can be significant, from reduced costs, increased agility and above all business transformation. However 


most enterprises have to contend with the applications they have today. Moving those to a cloud world is not always a simple task. Most 


enterprises lack the skills and experience of knowing what can be moved simply and quickly, against the approaches needed to move 


the more complex applications  Our assessment service is designed to evaluate the scope and define the approach for migrating an 


agreed set of applications to  the cloud,  through detailed analysis, taking into consideration the final state and migration approach. 


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Difficulty of developing common 


strategy and application roadmap across 


the enterprise


 Lack of skills, time and resource within 


the organisation 


 Growing IT costs, inability to scale, and 


minimal ability to provide agile and 


innovative services to the business as it 


drives IT toward cloud.


 The increasing complexity of cloud and 


concerns about security make adoption 


challenging.


 A review of the in-scope applications, 


data & infrastructure; online data 


collection and automated discovery 


tooling


 Solution Analysis, identifying cloud 


patterns, target landing zones, migration 


complexity and delivery plan.


 A report defines the requirements for 


target application environment and 


build, test, migrate and deploy activity


 Architecture & security assessment of 


requirements


 Migration approach & preliminary 


roadmap plan;


 Presentation to playback to customer 


contact


 An external expert view based on 


extensive knowledge and experience 


 Quantify migration costs 


 A clear understanding of the impact of 


cloud migration on your organisation


 A view of the quick wins


 Prioritised applications for optimisation


Internal Only








C2 General


Design & Configuration of Cloud Environments | Service brief 


Outcomes


• Delivers a fully configured Dev, Test or Production 


cloud environment suitable for build and 


deployment of applications into Private Clouds or 


Public Clouds


Delivery model


• Subject matter experts conduct activities remotely 


with a project lead deployed on the customer’s site


• Service provided over an elapsed duration of two 


weeks as standard


• Fixed cost deliverable


• One environment (Dev or Test or Production) in 


one geographical region


• Time and Materials approach for scenarios that do 


not fit the standard


Can your applications live in a cloud 


world? - Related  services


• Cloud Readiness Assessment 


• Cloud migration services


• Integrated Management Infrastructure (IMI) for 


AWS & Azure 


Solution overview


There are a number of activities that contribute to the delivery of a successful cloud project. Central to these is the requirement to 


ensure that the destination cloud environment is designed and configured to meet the needs of the system being migrated. Our service 


provides the complete design, build and configuration activities to deliver an operationally ready cloud environment. This service is 


perfect for organisations that lack the skills, organisation or capacity to deliver standardised, secure landing zones into which to migrate 


applications.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Organisations lack the necessary skills, 


time and resource to design and 


configure multiple Private and Public 


Cloud environments and struggle to 


integrate them into existing 


environments


 Lack of standardised, repeatable, secure 


cloud deployments slow down delivery 


and hinder ability to hit business goals 


 Non-standardised cloud deployment 


creates risk against  businesses’ 


compliance and security policies


 Fully managed end to end project and 


risk management. 


 Documented, agreed high level design 


incorporating all aspects of the cloud 


environment including functional and 


non-functional requirements, cloud 


landing zones, finalised application 


target state, account structure and 


tagging strategy


 Environment and Compute Setup based 


on formation templates for landing 


zone, IaaS instances and PaaS services


 Full review and remediation of issues


 Network test working with customer’s 


network team


 Tried and tested methodology 


accelerating delivery and reducing risk


 Rapidly delivers a configured, secure 


landing zone to migrate applications 


into
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C2 General


X-Force Offensive Security Testing | Service brief 


Outcomes


• The application penetration testing service 


provides a proactive view of security vulnerabilities


• Automated DevSecOps assessment identifies key 


security threats in development environments 


Delivery model


• Application Penetration testing is delivered 


through 3 levels of one off effort ranging from 10 


to 25 days,  along with annual subscription based 


services 


• Dev Sec Ops is delivered as a one off 50 dynamic 


scans or via a subscription of 100 dynamic scans 


per annum 


Is your cloud secure? - Related  services


• Cloud Security Strategy Assessment 


• X-Force Incident Response


• Cloud Managed Security Services


• MSIEM Services 


• Vulnerability Management 


Solution overview


Understanding where the security flaws are in your organisation, that hackers may exploit, is key to ensuring you have a viable security 


capability. X-Force Red is an autonomous team of veteran hackers hired to break into organizations and uncover risky vulnerabilities that 


criminal attackers may use for personal gain. X-Force Red offers offensive security services which includes penetration testing,


vulnerability management programs, red teaming, code review, static analysis and vulnerability assessments. Their goal is to help 


security leaders identify and remediate security flaws. Through the X-Force Red Portal, security leaders can see testing results as X- Force 


Red uncovers each vulnerability, so that remediation can begin immediately. 


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Critical applications keep businesses 


running (website, email, etc.)If 


applications fail because of malware, 


business halts, and customers can be 


infected


 Boards of Directors are requiring 


application security testing, wanting to 


know about their applications’ security 


posture 


 Certain industry mandates certification


such as the PCI DSS to meet compliance 


needs. This manadates application 


testing 


 Applications are often rushed to market 


and security is not always built in from 


the start. Thorough testing is therefore 


required


 Automated controls alone are not 


enough. Automated security controls 


can be very effective at stopping 


automated attacks, but don’t anticipate


the approach of skilled human attackers. 


Security testing is available via the X-Force 


Red team, as well as via automated 


DevSecOps testing.


 The X-Force Red Application Penetration 


Testing Services provide a human tester 


who will manually discover and exploit 


vulnerabilities in an application to 


simulate a real-world attack. Testing is 


performed against both authenticated 


and public areas of the target. 


 The DevSecOps Assessment Service 


provides up to 50 dynamic application 


scans, whereby the targeted applications 


are scanned by an automated suite of 


tools to identify potential security 


vulnerabilities


 Access to an autonomous team of 


veteran hackers who deliver offensive 


security services. The service helps 


customers identify and remediate 


security flaws before criminals.


 Global delivery, one off and subscription 


based approach to testing provides scale 


and flexibility


 The service can deliver ‘Secure by 


Design’ applications through DevSecOps


testing


 Organisations maintain industry best 


practice and meet regulatory 


requirements (GDPR, PCIDSS, SOX, CSA-


STAR etc)


 The XForce Red Portal provides a real-


time view of the client’s overall security 


testing program, including automated 


and X-Force Red tests, detailing 


outcomes and findings.
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C2 General


Cloud Readiness Assessment service | Service brief 


Outcomes


• Provides a defined, structured assessment of  IT 


infrastructure and services to help identify and 


prepare the best strategy for moving to Cloud 


Delivery model


• Assessment report that covers:


• Design & Configuration of Cloud Environments 


• Cloud migration services


• Integrated Management Infrastructure (IMI) for 


AWS & Azure 


Can your applications live in a cloud 


world? - Related  services


• Design & Configuration of Cloud Environments 


• Cloud migration services


• Integrated Management Infrastructure (IMI) for 


AWS & Azure 


Solution overview


As enterprises look to the cloud to transform their business, IT executives need to consider how they can move their current systems 


into the cloud. This requires not only an understanding of the application, but the hardware and network of systems that support the 


operational delivery. Our one time assessment, establishes the current cloud maturity baseline and identifies the scope of potential 


changes to the current IT landscape required to move to the cloud. This report provides the basis for cloud migration as well further 


application transformation.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 Lack of knowledge on how to move 


workloads and underpinning 


infrastructure to the cloud 


 Lack of Cloud expertise and resource


 High complexity of on premise 


workloads 


 Selection of the right cloud service 


providers 


 Recent M&A creating technical 


complexity 


 Data Collection of relevant environment 


information for the targeted systems


 Cloud Maturity Evaluation, across three 


key areas


• Workload Landscape,


• Technology Infrastructure,


• Security & Privacy


 Playback analysis, consisting of 


technology inventory analysis and 


potential for cloud migration


 Delivers a cloud computing migration 


plan designed to align IT with business 


requirements 


 Identifies workloads best suited for 


cloud, enabling optimum benefits from 


investments 


 Develops a roadmap with clear goals to 


help ensure a smooth, successful 


transition
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C2 General


X-Force Incident Response | Service brief 


Outcomes


• Access to skilled resources to support the planning 


and remediation of security threats


• Incident response and intelligence service helps 


customers prepare for and withstand security 


breaches more effectively 


Delivery model


• Retainer approach encompassing 60 hours per 


annum based on a minimum 12 months 


subscription period


Is your cloud secure? - Related  services


• Cloud Security Strategy Assessment 


• X-Force – Offensive Security Testing 


• Cloud Managed Security Services


• MSIEM Services 


• Vulnerability Management 


Solution overview


No organisation can guarantee that they wont be the target in a major security breach. The consequence of such a breach can be 


significant, and resources can be overloaded or insufficient to resolve. Incident Response and Intelligence Services Vision Retainer is an 


incident response subscription service that provides access to highly skilled security consultants. These consultants can conduct pre-


emptive incident preparation, data preservation, in-depth data analysis and response and management functions in the event of an


incident. This provides a significant level of comfort, knowing that you have the resources available to deal with any possible incident.


Challenges addressed Key features and deliverables Solution benefits


 A security breach can have devastating 


consequences for any enterprise—


resulting in possible operational 


disruption, data leakage, reputation 


damage and regulatory complications. 


The lack of a unified incident 


management process, coupled with 


inexperienced staff, can increase the 


business impact of such incidents.


 An enterprise-wide threat prevention 


and response strategy not only helps you 


recover from unforeseen security 


breaches and downtime more quickly 


but also helps prevent future incidents. 


 X-Force Incident Response and 


Intelligence Services (IRIS) Vision is 


delivered via a retainer which provides up 


to 60 hours per annum of support to 


assist customers with security incidents 


or assist with emergency response 


preparation, The service is based on a 


minimum 12-month subscription period


 Optional activities, that can be supported 


within the 60 hours annual allowance :


• Incident response (IR) program 


assessment


• Incident response (IR) playbook 


customization


• Tabletop exercises


• Quarterly IR related support and 


status update 


 Access to the top experts in the industry, 


responsible for hundreds of major breach 


investigations 


 Effective and practised response 


planning to reduce the level of breaches.


 Access to actionable intelligence


 Valuable insight with detailed 


explanation on how and why an incident 


has developed which allows agile 


response to future threats


 Ability to mitigate brand and business  


impact of security breaches 


 Getting clients out of a continuous state 


of breach and approach incident 


response proactively 


 Delivering actionable security 


intelligence on adversaries 


 Globally available experts, assets and 


delivery 
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